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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

+ + + + + 

PATIENT RELEASE PROGRAM REGULATORY 

ISSUES PUBLIC MEETING 

+ + + + + 

TUESDAY, 

APRIL 25, 2017 

+ + + + + 

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

+ + + + + 

The Meeting met in Room TWFN-2B3 at the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Two White Flint North, 

11545 Rockville Pike, at 9:00 a.m., Butch Burton and 

Robert Lee Gladney, Facilitators, presiding. 

 

PRESENT: 

BUTCH BURTON, Facilitator 

ROBERT LEE GLADNEY, Facilitator 

DONNA-BETH HOWE, Senior Health Physicist, Medical  

Safety and Events Assessment Branch 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 1 

 9:03 a.m. 2 

MR. BURTON:  All right, thank you.  Good 3 

morning, everybody, we're going to go on and get 4 

started now.  My name's Butch Burton, from the NRC's 5 

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and I want to 6 

welcome you to NRC's public meeting to discuss the 7 

potential regulatory changes to the NRC's Patient 8 

Release Regulations.  9 

Mr. Lee Gladney and I will be serving as 10 

your facilitators for today's meeting.  Our role is 11 

to help ensure that the meeting is informative, 12 

productive, and remains on schedule.  Now, before we 13 

get started, I'd like to take a few minutes to go 14 

over some logistics. 15 

First, we want to apologize to those of 16 

you who registered for the GoToWebinar.  Right now, 17 

that application, we're experiencing some technical 18 

difficulties.  However, this meeting is being 19 

webcast. 20 

Although the webcast includes audio 21 

output, we strongly encourage you to mute the webcast 22 

sound and listen through the operator-controlled 23 

telephone bridge line.  That number is 888-790-6447, 24 

and the passcode is 6709422#.  All right. 25 
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Now, for folks in the room, we are going 1 

to have a sign-in sheet in the back.  And to ensure 2 

that everyone can hear the discussions, we ask that 3 

you please turn off or mute any device that rings, 4 

buzzes, beeps, alarms, or talks back to you, and that 5 

you minimize any side conversations. 6 

Now, to get to the restrooms here in the 7 

building, you leave this room, make a left, an 8 

immediate right, go down to the end of the hall.  The 9 

men's room, you go to the left, the ladies' room, you 10 

go to the right. 11 

If we're asked to evacuate the building, 12 

please follow the direction of the NRC staff and 13 

security.  We'll keep everyone together as we muster 14 

outside and make sure that we can account for 15 

everyone. 16 

With regard to getting around the 17 

building, all visitors are allowed unescorted access 18 

on the main lobby level.  This will allow you to 19 

reach the cafeterias in each building, the coffee 20 

counter, the ATM, and the NRC's general store, across 21 

from the cafeteria in this building. 22 

Access to any other areas will require an 23 

NRC staff escort.  That includes being escorted from 24 

the main lobby level to the meeting room here, as 25 
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well as from here to the main lobby.  And please let 1 

an NRC staff member know if there is anything we can 2 

do to make your visit more comfortable. 3 

Now, today's meeting is a category one 4 

meeting.  For those of you who are not familiar with 5 

the NRC's meeting categories, a category one meeting 6 

is typically held to discuss specific regulatory 7 

issues. 8 

These meetings provide the public with an 9 

opportunity to observe NRC's interactions, obtain 10 

factual information to assist in their understanding 11 

of applicable regulatory issues, and to offer 12 

constructive comments. 13 

The majority of today's meeting will be 14 

devoted to public participation and providing views 15 

to the NRC staff.  Now, we've allotted plenty of time 16 

for discussion.  For folks in the room, when 17 

speaking, please use the aisle microphone, which off 18 

to my right. 19 

Because we're looking for participation 20 

from patients, you will not have to identify yourself, 21 

other than providing a first name, unless you want 22 

to.  Please speak directly into the mic. 23 

For folks on the phone, you'll be 24 

participating through our external operator, Shirley, 25 
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who managed the bridge line.  She'll have all the 1 

callers on mute so that background noise is minimized.  2 

If you want to speak, just press star one on your 3 

phone, and that will let her know that you'd like to 4 

speak, and we'll put you in at the first opportunity. 5 

Again, because we are expecting 6 

participation from patients, you may identify 7 

yourself just by your first name.  Please speak 8 

clearly and with volume directly into your receiver.  9 

If folks on the phone can't hear, please let us know 10 

at your earliest opportunity, and we'll work with the 11 

operator to do our best to address the problem. 12 

Now, we have meeting feedback forms here 13 

in the room.  After today's meeting, we'd like for 14 

you to take a few minutes to fill out the feedback 15 

form and return it to us.  For those of you on the 16 

phone, you can go to the NRC website and provide 17 

feedback electronically.  We do take your feedback 18 

seriously and use it to improve future meetings. 19 

Now, for those of you who have seen the 20 

agenda, you know that we have a lot to talk about 21 

today, and we're going to try very hard to stay on 22 

schedule.  We expect a lot of participants today, and 23 

we want to hear from everyone, so we'll have to be 24 

flexible with our time. 25 
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When speaking, please be brief and 1 

concise with your question or comment.  And when we 2 

stop for breaks and lunch, please return on time so 3 

we can stay on schedule according to the agenda. 4 

Finally, participants are allowed to use 5 

recording devices during the meeting.  Though you're 6 

not required to do so, we'd appreciate it if you would 7 

let other attendees know that you are recording.  And 8 

so at this point I will ask first folks in the room 9 

if there is anyone who is going to be recording the 10 

meeting? 11 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  No.  MR. 12 

BURTON:  Okay.  And then Shirley, if you could poll 13 

the folks on the phone to see if there is anyone who 14 

will be recording. 15 

OPERATOR:  And if anyone on the phone is 16 

going to be recording, please press star one at this 17 

time, and I will open your line so you can let them 18 

know.  Again, press star one at this time if you are 19 

recording today's call. 20 

One moment please.  We do have someone 21 

queuing up, one moment please. 22 

MR. BURTON:  All right, thank you. 23 

OPERATOR:  And captioner, your line is 24 

open. 25 
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MR. BURTON:  Hello? 1 

CAPTIONER:  I will be recording the 2 

meeting, I'm the captioner. 3 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, all right.  So it 4 

sounds like we do have one person on the phone who 5 

will be recording.  Just to let you know, however, 6 

that we will be transcribing this meeting to ensure 7 

that we capture all of the discussion.  So at this 8 

point, I will ask if there are any questions.  9 

Starting with folks in the room, any questions? 10 

Okay.  Seeing nothing, again, Shirley, 11 

if you could please poll the phone participants, see 12 

if they have any questions. 13 

OPERATOR:  And again, on the phone lines, 14 

if you have a question, just press star one at this 15 

time.  Again that is star one to have your line 16 

opened.  And one moment, please. 17 

And at this time, I'm showing no 18 

questions. 19 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, excellent.  All 20 

right, thanks everyone.  All right, I think we're 21 

about ready to get started.  Our main speaker today 22 

will be Dr. Donna-Beth Howe.  Dr. Howe is a senior 23 

health physicist with the NRC's Medical Radiation 24 

Safety Team, and with that, I'll turn it over to 25 
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Donna-Beth. 1 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Butch.  This is 2 

our agenda, and it's going to be pretty tight.  You 3 

can see we're going to be talking on each one of our 4 

six questions for about one hour each. 5 

And we started this project with a staff 6 

requirements memorandum that was made in April 28, 7 

2014.  Okay, maybe I should start again.  This 8 

project started in April 28, 2014, when we received 9 

a staff requirements memorandum from the commission 10 

that proposed a direction to the staff to verify 11 

assumptions made concerning patient release guidance. 12 

The commission wanted direct input from 13 

a wide spectrum of stakeholders, from the public, 14 

patients, patient groups, physicians, professional 15 

societies, licensees, our advisory committee on the 16 

medical use of isotopes, the ACMUI, and agreement 17 

states.  And to do this, we put out Federal Register 18 

notices, and we have held and will continue to hold 19 

public meetings. 20 

Part one of that project was done in 2016, 21 

where we had a public comment period from November to 22 

February.  And at that point, we were collecting 23 

information on what patients believe will help them 24 

understand the I-131 treatment procedures. 25 
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We also were asking for physicians' or 1 

licensees' best practices when informed decisions on 2 

releasing I-131 patients. 3 

And we wanted instructions provided to 4 

patients on how to reduce radiation doses to others.  5 

And finally, we asked if there were brochures that 6 

covered this kind of information.  We had a Federal 7 

Register notice, and we had public comment period 8 

from November to February, and we have collected the 9 

information from that part one. 10 

We are now moving into part two.  Part 11 

two is for us to explore, with the public, licensees, 12 

state partners whether the NRC, the agency, should 13 

change 10 CFR Part 35.75 for specific reasons.  And 14 

the question is whether we should.  This is not 15 

proposed rule, this is very preliminary to see if we 16 

need to take any steps at all in the future. 17 

We've identified six questions that were 18 

provided in the April 11, 2017 Federal Register 19 

notice.  And the Federal Register notice also let 20 

people know that we were going to have two public 21 

meetings, one today, and one May 23. 22 

The public comments need to be provided 23 

during the 60-day comment period.  We have a request 24 

to extend the comment period.  We believe we will be 25 
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extending it for 15 days, and we'll be publishing in 1 

the Federal Register with that extension. 2 

And you need to provide your comments 3 

either electronically, at regulations.gov, or in 4 

writing to the NRC.  And when we have the breaks, I 5 

will put up a slide that alternatingly gives you the 6 

regs.gov information, or how to submit comments in 7 

writing to NRC.  So that will be available throughout 8 

our talk. 9 

What are we going to do with the public 10 

comments?  We're going to write what we call a SECY 11 

paper, that is a paper bringing those comments 12 

together that goes to our commission, and make a 13 

determination on whether to pursue in changes in 10 14 

CFR 35.75. 15 

If the decision is to pursue changes, 16 

then that will be the beginning of a process, it will 17 

not be the end.  And we will have a lot of public 18 

feedback later on on potential proposed rules and 19 

rule language.  If we decide not to, then we will 20 

come to that conclusion in the SECY paper. 21 

At this point, I'd like to move directly 22 

into our public meeting.  And you could see from the 23 

agenda what we're going to do is cover each question, 24 

and I have six questions, in order.  And I'm going 25 
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to be leaving the slide for the question up on the 1 

webcast, so that if anybody comes in late, they'll 2 

see what we're talking about. 3 

So the first question is, Should NRC 4 

require an activity-based patient release threshold 5 

under which patients would be required to be 6 

maintained in a clinical-sponsored facility, say a 7 

medical facility or a facility under the licensee's 8 

control, until the standard for release is met. 9 

Not only do we want to know what you 10 

think, we want to know why you think that, and we 11 

also want to know what you believe are the resulting 12 

public health and safety benefits or lack of benefits 13 

to either going to activity-base or remaining with 14 

our dose-base.  15 

And we had an activity-based rule prior 16 

to 1997.  In 1997, we went to a dose-based rule. 17 

So at this point, I would like to open it 18 

up to the public for comments. 19 

MR. BURTON:  And yeah, this is Butch 20 

Burton again.  I think we'll start with folks in the 21 

room, and then we'll go to the phone.  So start with 22 

folks in the room, any feedback that you want to 23 

provide.  Okay, all right, yeah, Shirley, if we could 24 

open the phones for comments. 25 
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OPERATOR:  Certainly, and again, if you 1 

have a comment at this time, just press star followed 2 

by one, and record your first name only.  Again, that 3 

was star followed by one, and one moment please. 4 

I believe we have a comment coming in.  5 

One moment, please.  And we do have a comment from 6 

Peter.  Your line is open, go ahead with your comment. 7 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, please.  My name's Peter 8 

Crane, I'm an NRC retiree.  I was present when the 9 

patient release rule was put in place in the 90s, and 10 

I have followed this closely for many years.  My 11 

perspective is that of a former -- as a thyroid cancer 12 

patient, that's something you are for life.  13 

I'm also co-facilitator of the Seattle 14 

Thyroid Cancer Support Group, so I've had the chance, 15 

over more than a dozen years, to see literally 16 

hundreds of patients and get a sense of what the 17 

current rule does. 18 

Without getting into all of the many 19 

issues related to patient release, I want to go 20 

directly to the activity-based patient release 21 

threshold.  Now, prior to 1997, there was an 22 

activity-based threshold of 30 millicuries.  23 

And for those who aren't familiar with 24 

it, the idea is that if you get a dose larger than 30 25 
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millicuries, and in those days, a typical treatment 1 

dose was 100 millicuries to 200 millicuries, it is a 2 

relatively easy matter to figure out how much of the 3 

isotope is left in the body, because you point a 4 

Geiger counter at the patient's neck at a distance of 5 

one meter. 6 

And when it drops to about six millirems  7 

per hour, you know that enough of the isotope has 8 

been excreted that you've reached the 30 millicurie 9 

limit.  10 

Now in 1996, the International Atomic 11 

Energy Agency issued international basic safety 12 

standards, which had the strong support of the NRC.  13 

And it had only one requirement for isotopes, and 14 

that related to iodine 131, which everybody 15 

recognized was the big one.  And that said that there 16 

could be at most 30 millicuries on an outpatient 17 

basis.  18 

And there was an asterisk saying that 19 

many countries regarded about half that as a better 20 

standard.  What they were saying, in effect, is we're 21 

not going to slap the NRC across the face, but we 22 

really think that 30 millicuries is too high. 23 

And currently in Europe, the limits are 24 

in the neighborhood of 10-15.  If you go to the 25 
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Philippines, it's 15, and Japan, it's 15.  Indonesia, 1 

all over the place has an activity standard, and they 2 

seem to be able to live with it. 3 

Now, what's wrong with an -- why is an 4 

activity standard so important?  Now, when the NRC 5 

moved to abolish the activity standard, it did so on 6 

the basis of an analysis of the likely dose to others 7 

from the patient.  8 

And on paper, it sounded reasonable.  You 9 

know, if the point of a 30 millicurie standard is to 10 

make sure that nobody gets more than 500 millirems.  11 

You could approach it from the other end and say, 12 

Well, we'll do an analysis that sees whether anybody 13 

is getting 500 millirems.  And if that's the case, 14 

then it doesn't matter what the activity is. 15 

But there were several problems with 16 

this.  One was that this was based on the advice of 17 

the late Dr. Myron Pollycove, who was a very nice 18 

guy, personally, and I'm sorry he's gone.  19 

But he was a passionate believer in the 20 

doctrine of hormesis, which is to say that radiation 21 

is good for you.  And Dr. Carol Marcus, the author 22 

of the petition, is also a believer in hormesis. 23 

So they were not going to -- am I missing 24 

something?  Am doing something wrong?  I just hear a 25 
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shuffle over there. 1 

MR. BURTON:  No, no, no, not at all. 2 

MR. CRANE:  Okay.  Now, the point of the 3 

activity standard was that it protected you against 4 

both external and internal radiation.  And for those 5 

who aren't familiar, I mean who are familiar, this is 6 

all old hat.  But let me explain it to anybody who's 7 

new to it. 8 

The radioactive patient who has swallowed 9 

I-131, which is taken by mouth, is a hazard in two 10 

ways.  They are a hazard from the radiation that they 11 

are emitting without any contact. 12 

And they are a hazard from -- and that's 13 

called external radiation.  They're also a hazard 14 

from internal radiation, in that they are giving off 15 

radioactivity, radioactive iodine in their bodily 16 

fluids and their breath.  And that can be absorbed 17 

by inhalation, ingestion, and touch. 18 

Dr. Pollycove thought that internal dose 19 

was insignificant, and that gets incorporated into 20 

the rule.  Now, the rule talks about 500 millirems.  21 

But they're talking about external dose, and it makes 22 

no provision for internal dose. 23 

And in 2008, when the NRC finally put out 24 

a warning to the public, and the doctors in 25 
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particular, saying, you know, It appears that when we 1 

adopted the rule, we didn't take account of, you know, 2 

we incorrectly said that internal dose was 3 

insignificant. 4 

So as a result, you know, because we know 5 

better, we urge doctors to quote consider unquote 6 

hospitalizing patients who have small children at 7 

home.  But the notice said, This is not binding.  So 8 

it's been ignored because -- 9 

MR. BURTON:  Dr. Crane. 10 

DR. HOWE:  Mr. Crane. 11 

MR. CRANE:  Yes. 12 

MR. BURTON:  Oh, I'm sorry, Mr. Crane.  13 

Yeah, we appreciate an understanding of the history, 14 

and I think that is relevant to what we're trying to 15 

do.  But, you know, we do have other people that we 16 

need to get on to address this.  But what I am going 17 

to ask you to do is if you could speak directly to 18 

Question A. 19 

MR. CRANE:  Sure, okay, directly to 20 

Question A.  The short answer is an activity standard 21 

makes a lot of sense.  It makes a lot of sense at 22 

about, probably about 15 millicuries, which would be 23 

consistent with international practice.  24 

NCRP-37 thought that the norm should be 25 
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inpatient treatment, but that there should be 1 

exceptions for outpatient treatment, to an absolute 2 

maximum of 80 millicuries.  And in that case, there 3 

ought to be notification of local health departments. 4 

For all these reasons, I think an 5 

activity standard makes sense.  In addition, there 6 

is ample evidence that the dose-based standard is not 7 

cutting the mustard, because it is largely being 8 

ignored.  The -- pardon me. 9 

DR. HOWE:  Peter, could you, Peter? 10 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, yes? 11 

DR. HOWE:  Peter, could you address 12 

number three  Could you describe resulting health and 13 

safety benefits or lack of benefits to your concept 14 

of 15 millicuries being a good standard. 15 

MR. CRANE:  Sure.  The benefits would be 16 

that you would not have patients exposing their little 17 

children to radiation, as they are now.  You would 18 

not have patients with 200 millicuries, 250 19 

millicuries being sent out the door to hotels, which 20 

is happening today. 21 

It is both medically wrong and morally 22 

wrong to have hotel workers, who have no idea that 23 

there is radiation in the room, cleaning up rooms 24 

that have just been contaminated by somebody with 250 25 
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millicuries of radiation. 1 

And this is happening every day.  You can 2 

talk to hotels in Seattle and they will tell you, 3 

sure, we treat these people with 250 millicuries on 4 

an outpatient basis, because some of them come from 5 

Alaska and they can't board a plane to go home. 6 

DR. HOWE:  And Peter, could you address 7 

the resulting health and safety benefits or lack of 8 

benefits to the individual being released? 9 

MR. CRANE:  To the individual being 10 

released.  Well, the whole point of the patient -- 11 

well, there is a psychological benefit in knowing 12 

that you're not putting your family at risk. 13 

The NRC talked a lot about the 14 

psychological benefit of not being hospitalized, but 15 

the other side of the coin is you've got people who 16 

are very worried about the hazards they're presenting 17 

to their families. 18 

And the point of the patient release rule 19 

was not the health benefit of the patient, it was the 20 

health benefit of others, and that's what's being 21 

neglected.  Well, I should get off on this point, in 22 

order to let other people speak, but there's 23 

infinitely more I could say. 24 

DR. HOWE:  And Peter you have -- we are 25 
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taking our comments, and the comments are being taken 1 

by electronic means, through regs.gov, and also in 2 

writing.  So you have ample opportunity to provide 3 

your written comments to the NRC. 4 

MR. CRANE:  I appreciate that, and I will 5 

do so.  But I'll stay on the line, because there are 6 

five more questions to come, right? 7 

DR. HOWE:  Yes, thank you, Peter. 8 

MR. BURTON:  Right, thank you.  Are there 9 

other folks on the phone who would like to provide 10 

some feedback? 11 

OPERATOR:  Thank you.  Currently we're 12 

showing no comments.  Again, for comments, press star 13 

one, please.  Thank you, we're showing no parties in 14 

queue at this time. 15 

DR. HOWE:  Do we have any comments in the 16 

room?  Still no comments in the room, okay.  And the 17 

operator, we have no comments on the phone line? 18 

OPERATOR:  We're showing no comments at 19 

this time. 20 

DR. HOWE:  Well, the intent of our public 21 

meeting is to hear from the public.  And it appears 22 

that we don't have public comments at this time. 23 

So even though I thought this would be a 24 

question with lots of comments, I think at this point 25 
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we'll take a prolonged break, because we need to be 1 

on schedule so when people want to talk about certain 2 

questions, those questions will be teed up at that 3 

time. 4 

MR. BURTON:  Okay.  So yeah, we can take 5 

an extended break -- 6 

DR. HOWE:  Oh, no, we go to question B.  7 

Oh, no, we still have to take a break.  Because 8 

Question B comes at a certain time. 9 

MR. BURTON:  Right.  So let's take, let's 10 

say, what, a 15-minute break?  We may need to come 11 

back.  So, yeah, we'll take a 15-minute break.  So I 12 

know people are in different time zones, so just kind 13 

of set your watch, and we'll come back then.  All 14 

right?  Thank you. 15 

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter 16 

went off the record at 9:29 a.m. and resumed at 9:48 17 

a.m.) 18 

MR. BURTON:  Hello, everyone.  We're 19 

back, as you can see.  Because we got a little less 20 

feedback than we expected, so we're a little ahead of 21 

schedule.  So what we want to do is, we do want to 22 

start our discussion on Question B close to 10 23 

o'clock, like we originally scheduled.  24 

But so, before we do that, we want to 25 
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just revisit Question A one more time, see if possibly 1 

anybody who was not on the phone possibly joined us, 2 

or if folks who were on the phone, maybe they have 3 

some thoughts they wanted to share at this point.  4 

So, again, I will look very quickly to 5 

folks in the room, see if there's anybody who had 6 

anything they wanted to share.  And I am seeing 7 

nothing at this point.  So, yeah, Shirley, if we 8 

could go to the phones again. 9 

OPERATOR:  Certainly, and if you have a 10 

question or a comment, just press star followed by 11 

one at this time and record your first name only.  12 

Again, that was star followed by one.  And one moment 13 

please. 14 

MR. BURTON:  And this is still for 15 

Question A. 16 

OPERATOR:  At this time, I'm showing no 17 

questions or comments.  Oh, we do have a question 18 

coming in, one moment please.  One moment please.  19 

And Peter, your line is open, go ahead with your 20 

comment or question. 21 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, please.  I just, I did 22 

speak earlier, and I don't want to belabor it, I just 23 

want to sum up very quickly what the point is of an 24 

activity standard.  The answer is that the dose-based  25 
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standard isn't working. 1 

That the requirement of an individualized 2 

analysis which underlay the dose-based requirement 3 

isn't being enforced, and that the only realistic way 4 

to achieve protection of the public is with some kind 5 

of activity standard.  6 

The problem with, the further problem 7 

with the dose-based standard is that it puts too much 8 

on the individual patient, too much on their sense of 9 

responsibility, on their knowledge, on their 10 

willingness to follow instructions.  It's not a 11 

substitute for adequate protection of the public.  So 12 

that's my comment. 13 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, great.  Now let me 14 

just ask you, Peter, just to be clear.  You're going 15 

to be providing all of this in your comments to us, 16 

right, your written comments. 17 

MR. CRANE:  Correct. 18 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, fantastic. 19 

MR. CRANE:  Okay, but my hope is, you 20 

know, that by saying some of this, I'm going to 21 

stimulate people on the other side or people in 22 

agreement, or whatever, to have their say.  I wasn't 23 

expecting to be the only person commenting on these 24 

things. 25 
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DR. HOWE:  And Peter, that was our 1 

expectation too. 2 

MR. BURTON:  Yeah, so we encourage some 3 

of the other listeners, participants, please, if you 4 

have any thoughts to what Peter said, please share. 5 

MR. CRANE:  And if I could make a 6 

suggestion if it's not too late to do it, you might 7 

want to, and given that there isn't a huge amount of 8 

comment, you might want to consider rescheduling the 9 

May meeting to a later hour. 10 

Because, for example, you know, Dr. 11 

Marcus I'm sure has many thoughts on this.  And she 12 

would, deeply involved in these issues, and it would 13 

be worth hearing her perspectives, whether you agree 14 

with them or not.  But for her, it's ten minutes of 15 

seven in the morning in California.  And you know, 16 

if the time were moved up, say, two hours, it would 17 

be a lot more feasible.  18 

There are certainly patients on the West 19 

Coast who might be much more likely to participate if 20 

they didn't have to get up at five in the morning, as 21 

I did. 22 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you for that comment, 23 

Peter.  We'll consider that.  Do you think a move of 24 

two hours would make it more reasonable for the 25 
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Pacific Coast time? 1 

MR. CRANE:  I think so.  I don't think 2 

it's a heartbreak to, you know, be on the line at 3 

eight in the morning. 4 

DR. HOWE:  Well, that would go from 5 

eleven to six here. 6 

MR. CRANE:  Well, that assumes that it 7 

really takes from eleven to six.  The, you know, if 8 

the answers to the first question are indicative, it 9 

might be possible to compress the meeting somewhat. 10 

DR. HOWE:  That's true. 11 

MR. CRANE:  Oh. 12 

DR. HOWE:  I'm kind of hoping that -- 13 

MR. CRANE:  Four maybe?  Pardon? 14 

DR. HOWE:  Yeah, I'm kind of hoping that 15 

maybe this particular meeting didn't get as much 16 

traction because it was soon after the Federal 17 

Register.  Maybe the next meeting will get more 18 

traction. 19 

MR. CRANE:  I think that's right, and I 20 

must -- 21 

DR. HOWE:  But I'll take your point. 22 

MR. CRANE:  Acknowledge responsibility 23 

for not having done more to mobilize the patient 24 

community.  I was thinking that, well, you know, we 25 
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can see how the land lies this time and then gin up 1 

full awareness for the second meeting.  So to that 2 

extent, I want to apologize for not having done more 3 

to publicize it. 4 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Peter. 5 

MR. BURTON:  Yeah, and I think you make 6 

a very good point.  And I think what we may try to 7 

do, and we did talk about this a little bit at the 8 

break, if we do wind up getting ahead of schedule, 9 

because we do want to try to start each question, you 10 

know, according to the time on the schedule. 11 

But if we wind up finishing the previous 12 

one early, we may give an opportunity to go back and 13 

perhaps put on the table again some of the previous 14 

questions in case we get, again, some of those folks 15 

who were on West Coast time and weren't able to call 16 

in, and still give them an opportunity to provide 17 

feedback.  So we may do a little bit of back and 18 

forth throughout the day. 19 

MR. CRANE:  I think that's a very 20 

reasonable suggestion, and I applaud it. 21 

OPERATOR:  We do have another comment or 22 

question.  Would you like to take that at this time? 23 

DR. HOWE:  Yes, we will. 24 

OPERATOR:  And again, just press star 25 
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followed by one if you have a question or a comment.  1 

And Alan, your line is open.  Go ahead with your 2 

comment or question. 3 

DR. JACKSON:  Oh, okay thank you very 4 

much.  Hello, this is Alan Jackson, I am at Henry 5 

Ford Health System.  And I, regarding Question A, I 6 

believe an activity-based patient release threshold 7 

is arbitrary.  Dose is a far better way to control 8 

this because dose is more tied to risk. 9 

And so I think that that should be the 10 

way in which this is done.  And I think some of the 11 

things that were discussed about contamination being 12 

a significant source of dose is inaccurate and really, 13 

you should look at the literature for dosing. 14 

And when you talk about patients not 15 

being able to understand release criteria, I think 16 

that that really doesn't take into account the way 17 

medicine is done generally.  Medicine, when you 18 

release people from hospitals who have infectious 19 

diseases and given instructions on how to protect 20 

people from those things. 21 

And so it's a little bit silly to think 22 

that there's, that radiation is somehow so materially 23 

different.  Anyway, those are my main comments. 24 

DR. HOWE:  Alan, could you address our 25 
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item number three, which would be the resulting public 1 

health and safety benefits or lack of benefits to the 2 

individual? 3 

DR. JACKSON:  Well, benefits to the 4 

individual include the cost of hospitalization and 5 

society at large.  You know, some people describe how 6 

people may not seek medical care because of those 7 

costs.  And so that would have a direct effect on 8 

those individuals, particularly those people with, 9 

you know, depending on their health insurance that 10 

they would have. 11 

And in terms of protecting the public, 12 

understand that, you know, to a large extent, the 13 

people who are being exposed here are really their 14 

family members.  And family members do accept risk 15 

from their family in many ways. 16 

And there's also benefits to the family 17 

as well, by being with those family members as well.  18 

So those things should not be discounted, I feel. 19 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, thank you, Alan. 20 

DR. JACKSON:  You're welcome. 21 

OPERATOR:  Thank you.  At this time, I'm 22 

showing no further comments or questions. 23 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, all right.  Thank you.  24 

All right, so, yeah, I think we're ready to go to 25 
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Question B.  Donna. 1 

DR. HOWE:  Oops, wrong way.  Okay, 2 

Question B is, Should NRC amend the regulations to 3 

clarify the time frame for current dose limits in 4 

35.75A(a) for releasing individuals.  5 

And what we're talking about is in 35.75, 6 

there is a 500 millirem limit at which you can release 7 

patients if they will not expose the most likely, the 8 

person with the highest exposure to exceed 500 9 

millirems. 10 

And that dose limit does not say per 11 

administration or per year.  And so the commission 12 

wanted to know whether the public believed we should 13 

clarify and have it be per administration, or clarify 14 

that it was per year.  15 

And so if people would please respond 16 

with should the regulations explicitly state it is 17 

per year.  And if not, is there a different criteria 18 

that you think NRC should consider?  And when you're 19 

responding, please describe the health and safety 20 

benefits or lack of benefits to the individual, as 21 

well as to members of the public. 22 

So we're now open for comment.  And 23 

please do star one to let the operator know that you 24 

have a comment. 25 
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MR. BURTON:  All right, yeah, this time, 1 

I think we'll start with folks on the phone, and then 2 

we'll go to folks in the room. 3 

OPERATOR:  Thank you, and again, just 4 

press star followed by one if you have a comment.  5 

And one moment please.  We do have a comment coming 6 

in.  One moment please.  And that comment comes from 7 

Peter, your line is open. 8 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, please.  Well, the NRC 9 

staff has thought all along that it was a per year 10 

basis.  The Advisory Committee on the Medical Uses 11 

of Isotopes has insisted that it is a per event basis.  12 

And I think there's good reason that it should be 13 

considered on a per year basis. 14 

That's, much of the previous regulations 15 

have talked in terms of what you can expect in a year, 16 

what the annual dose limits should be in a year.  Now, 17 

from a record-keeping standpoint, it is easy to 18 

understand that the medical profession would think it 19 

would be nicer not to have to worry about previous 20 

exposure.  But from a health standpoint, it makes a 21 

lot of sense. 22 

Now, the notion seems to be, at the time 23 

the rule went into effect, that nobody's going to 24 

have more than one treatment in a year, so it really 25 
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doesn't make much difference.  Well, speaking from 1 

personal experience, I think it was the year 1990 2 

that I had one treatment in the spring and one 3 

treatment in the fall. 4 

And that was in the days of the 30 5 

millicurie rule, so it didn't matter.  But I don't 6 

see any conceivable reason why those two, if that 7 

happened today, why those two exposures shouldn't be 8 

summed for the purpose of deciding how best to protect 9 

my family or the public. 10 

And one very practical example of this, 11 

there was a meeting at the NRC in October of 2010 in 12 

which Jim Leuhman of the NRC staff made the point 13 

that the rule was premised on the notion that exposure 14 

to a patient would probably be a once in a life time 15 

thing.  16 

He said, But what undercut that was the 17 

fact that there are people who work in hotels as 18 

housekeepers who may be exposed to many radioactive 19 

patients in the course of a year.  And that adds a 20 

cumulative dose. 21 

And these people have to be taken into 22 

account.  And I think that if you made clear that the 23 

dose was per year, it might help solve this morally 24 

and medically intolerable problem of patients being 25 
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sent to hotels.  And I don't think that is, as the 1 

previous caller suggested, a silly concern.  2 

There are people besides family members 3 

who are being exposed, such as hotel workers, and 4 

they have a right to protection, even if they happen 5 

to be poor, female, immigrant, and expendable in some 6 

people's ideas.  So that's my comment. 7 

DR. HOWE:  So Peter, you've addressed the 8 

health and safety benefits for members of the public 9 

in a cumulative dose.  And how about for the 10 

individual? 11 

MR. CRANE:  For the individual.  Well, 12 

again, it's not the individual who is at risk.  I 13 

mean, this is a consistent problem.  We see it, for 14 

example, as you know, Dr. Malmud of the advisory 15 

committee pointed out in his comments in 2007, it's 16 

virtually impossible to get inpatient care these 17 

days, because the insurance companies don't want to 18 

pay for it.  19 

And what they say is, it's not necessary 20 

for the health of the patient.  And that misses the 21 

point, because the point of the patient release rule 22 

is not the health of the patient.  It's the health 23 

of the people who might be exposed to the patient.  24 

Let me ask one thing as a sort of 25 
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parenthesis on the comment of Alan from Henry Ford, 1 

you know, is there room in this meeting for back and 2 

forth?  I mean, I'd be happy to go back and forth 3 

with him.  I'm happy to have him, you know, explain 4 

to me why my concerns are silly. 5 

But, for example, when he says that 6 

there's a benefit to the family, when you hear about 7 

somebody who's just been sent home to her two-year-8 

old with no instructions whatsoever about keeping a 9 

safe distance, and that two-year-old climbs into the 10 

bed at night, tell me what the benefit is to that 11 

two-year-old of that radiation. 12 

DR. HOWE:  Peter, I think if we end up 13 

without a lot of comments on individual questions, 14 

we'll go back and open it up so that we could go back 15 

to earlier questions. 16 

MR. CRANE:  Great. 17 

DR. HOWE:  Right, now do we have any 18 

other comments on Question B from the phone? 19 

OPERATOR:  At this time, I'm showing no 20 

questions or comments on the phone line. 21 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, folks in the room. 22 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Nothing for me. 23 

MR. BURTON:  Nothing?  Okay.  Let's see.  24 

Boy, we took care of that in five minutes. 25 
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DR. HOWE:  Operator, how many lines do 1 

we have in play at this point? 2 

OPERATOR:  At this time, it looks like 3 

we do have 17 people connected to the call. 4 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, so we have enough folks 5 

on the call that we should be getting comments. 6 

OPERATOR:  We do have a comment coming 7 

in at this time, one moment please.  And again, if 8 

you have a comment, just press star followed by one 9 

and record your first name only.  One moment please.  10 

We do have a comment from Robert.  Your line is open, 11 

go ahead with your comment. 12 

ROBERT:  If you were to apply this for a 13 

year, how would you deal with a year?  Because if you 14 

look in Part 20, a year is defined.  It's not defined 15 

in Part 35. 16 

DR. HOWE:  Clearly, if we made it 17 

explicitly for a year, we would have rulemaking, and 18 

those kinds of decision as to how we would define a 19 

year would be part of the rulemaking process.  So 20 

there would be a lot of public input. 21 

ROBERT:  Okay, because right now in Part 22 

20, a year starts sometime in January.  So if you 23 

amended Part 35 without putting a specific 24 

definition, someone could be released in December and 25 
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be allowed to get 500 millirem in that calendar year, 1 

and 500 in the next calendar year. 2 

DR. HOWE:  And that would be something 3 

that would have to be debated, because it could be we 4 

would go for the patient as more, a year is a year 5 

from the first event.  So that would be a rolling 6 

year. 7 

But for, as you've indicated, in Part 20, 8 

when we have doses to members of the public, we tend 9 

to count those on a calendar year basis.  So do you 10 

have a recommendation?  Can you address our items one 11 

and three? 12 

ROBERT:  Probably I'd need a little time 13 

to do that, would do that as written comments. 14 

DR. HOWE:  Okay. 15 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, thank you for the 16 

feedback, Robert.  Hopefully, what folks have been 17 

hearing from Peter and Robert and Alan for Question 18 

A, hopefully that's stimulating some thoughts.  You 19 

can provide a comment, you can ask a question, but we 20 

do want to try to stimulate the conversation.  So if 21 

there's anything on your mind, please share. 22 

Okay, I guess we are not hearing 23 

anything.  All right, well, actually, if no one has 24 

anything to say on Question B, we can go back briefly 25 
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if anybody has any thoughts on Question A, if you had 1 

a chance to think about it.  Anyone have any thoughts 2 

or comments back on Question A? 3 

OPERATOR:  And again, on the phone lines, 4 

just press star followed by one. 5 

MR. BURTON:  And we'll go back and forth 6 

between the questions throughout the day, so. 7 

OPERATOR:  And I'm showing no comments 8 

or questions on the phone line. 9 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, all right. 10 

DR. HOWE:  And then we'll do what we did 11 

last time.  We'll come back early. 12 

MR. BURTON:  Yeah, okay.  Yeah, by our 13 

clock, it's about ten after ten.  You want to take,  14 

how long, Donna-Beth? 15 

DR. HOWE:  Come back maybe at ten minutes 16 

before, and we'll open up Question B again in case 17 

somebody has a comment. 18 

MR. BURTON:  You're saying ten of eleven? 19 

DR. HOWE:  Yeah. 20 

MR. BURTON:  Okay.  It's a good, long 21 

break.  Okay, so according to our clock, we'll take 22 

a 40 minute break.  So if everyone will set your 23 

watches and timers, and we'll meet back then, okay?  24 

Thank you. 25 
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(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter 1 

went off the record at 10:10 a.m. and resumed at 10:52 2 

a.m.) 3 

MR. BURTON:  All right, hello, everybody, 4 

we're back.  We are going to be going to Question C 5 

in a few minutes, but before we do that, we wanted to 6 

take a step back and take one more shot at getting 7 

input for Question B. 8 

So at this point, we're going to open up 9 

the phone lines again to see if we have any more 10 

feedback, comments, questions on anything regarding 11 

Question B. 12 

OPERATOR:  And again, if you have a 13 

question or a comment, just press star followed one, 14 

and record your first name only.  And at this time, 15 

I'm showing no questions or comments. 16 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, all right, thank you.  17 

Okay. 18 

DR. HOWE:  It's been brought to our 19 

attention that because we don't have the webinar, 20 

people may or may not have gone to the webcast.  And 21 

to get to the webcast, you go to http://video.nrc.gov, 22 

and that will take you to a page that has a list of 23 

meetings for today. 24 

And you go down to our meeting, and then 25 
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you can hit the link that will allow you to come into 1 

our webcast.  And so we have a webcast in addition 2 

to the phone line. 3 

So if you're only on the phone line and 4 

you have a computer, then we would recommend that you 5 

go to the NRC website, the video.nrc.gov, and get 6 

into the webcast.  And then you'll get to see the 7 

slides.  Okay? 8 

MR. BURTON:  Very good, thanks Donna-9 

Beth.  Okay, I think since we don't have any more 10 

input on Question B, we will move on to Question C. 11 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, Question C is, Should 12 

NRC continue to apply the same dose criteria of five 13 

millisieverts, 0.5 rem, to all members of the general 14 

public, including family members, young children, 15 

pregnant women, caregivers, hotel workers, and other 16 

members of the public when considering the release of 17 

patients. 18 

Once, again, we are directing your 19 

responses to look at if so, explain why you think we 20 

should continue.  If not, what criteria do you think 21 

NRC should use for individual group or groups?  And 22 

at that point also, specify the group, whether it's 23 

family members, young children, pregnant women, 24 

caregivers, hotel workers, or others for each 25 
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criteria, and give us an idea of what criteria you 1 

think should be used for that group. 2 

And as always, we would like for you to 3 

discuss this as, add in -- part of the discussion is 4 

the resulting health and safety benefits, or lack of 5 

benefits, either to the individual being released, or 6 

to individual members of the public.  So I would like 7 

to open it up for comment at this point. 8 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, yeah, so Shirley, so 9 

if we could start with folks on the phone. 10 

OPERATOR:  Certainly.  And again, just 11 

press star followed by one to have your line opened.  12 

And we do have a comment from Ralph.  Your line is 13 

open, go ahead. 14 

RALPH:  Yes, I would like to comment on 15 

Question C, but I think it is linked to Question B 16 

also.  But I think the limit of 500 millirem or five 17 

millisieverts to the general public is an appropriate 18 

limit, and there's really been evidence to support 19 

that being a lower value.  20 

However, I think the category of 21 

caregivers needs to be taken out of that category of 22 

general public and applied to that dose limit, and be 23 

allowed a much higher limit.  Generally, caregivers 24 

are, when patients are released, are instructed in 25 
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the precautions and so forth. 1 

And this has been addressed in the past 2 

by the ACMUI on several occasions, and that under the 3 

appropriate precautions and situations, caregivers 4 

should be allowed a much higher limit of even 1.5 to 5 

2 rems, depending on the situation over the course of 6 

the patient's treatment. 7 

I think that this should be applied on a 8 

per treatment basis.  But this does get a little bit 9 

related to the Question B, because I think what needs 10 

to be understood here is that the limit that you're 11 

applying is addressed to when a patient is released 12 

with radioactive materials.  And therefore, this 13 

would apply to any studies that they would get. 14 

I think there's kind of a misconception 15 

here that this discussion on these questions is an I-16 

131 therapy question only. 17 

But this would apply to any patient that 18 

you release, so that when these patients more than 19 

likely will be getting maybe multiple diagnostic 20 

nuclear medicine studies to either, such as PET 21 

studies or bone scans or cardiac studies to evaluate 22 

the course of their treatment in an annual basis, the 23 

limit that we're applying has to apply to all those 24 

administrations. 25 
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And I think that it also gets to the 1 

impracticality of the value that was specified 2 

before, about 15 millicuries being a limit for a 3 

patient release.  If you look at the exposure rates 4 

from patients of I-131, and what those exposure rates 5 

are at a meter, you're going to find that in the same 6 

range, you will probably find cardiac and bone scan 7 

patients after administration, with exposure rates at 8 

a meter in that same range. 9 

So if you're going to make this a limit 10 

that is on an annual basis, it's going to become a 11 

very difficult and sometimes impractical thing to 12 

actually demonstrate compliance for, because also 13 

many of these patients go to other healthcare 14 

facilities, say for diagnostic studies, that are 15 

different from where maybe they've gotten their 16 

therapeutic treatment. 17 

So I think that you would end up finding 18 

that if you apply this limit to any dose that the 19 

patient receives in the course of that year, that 20 

you're going to have a impractical situation for 21 

patients to comply with.  And it's just basically 22 

going to be a bureaucratic nightmare that has 23 

absolutely no health or safety benefit. 24 

It's just going to be basically a paper 25 
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recording system that doesn't benefit the patient.  1 

So thank you for the opportunity to comment. 2 

DR. HOWE:  So Ralph, do you believe 3 

you've addressed the resulting health and safety 4 

benefits or lack of benefits to the individual? 5 

RALPH:  To a small degree.  I think in 6 

the case of the caregivers, having the higher benefit, 7 

the higher limit, excuse me, there would be a much 8 

greater benefit to the fact that most often these are 9 

family members.  And that they would be able to 10 

provide, you know, basic healthcare to the patient in 11 

a setting that is more conducive to their recovery. 12 

It could be as a part of patient release, 13 

but it could also be in the case of sometimes 14 

pediatric patients that are not released, where 15 

caregivers are allowed to stay in the room with the 16 

patient under certain circumstances and precautions, 17 

which are a definite benefit to that small population. 18 

DR. HOWE:  And Ralph, do you believe 19 

you've addressed the benefit or lack of benefit to 20 

individual members of the public? 21 

RALPH:  Yes, I do. 22 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  I think the other thing 23 

we need to make clear for the folks on the line is we 24 

cover the people that are not released from the 25 
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hospital under a different part of the regulations, 1 

Part 20.  So you've got two different parts of the 2 

regulations.  Our public comments for today are at 3 

35.75. 4 

RALPH:  Right, but it's applying to dose 5 

limit. 6 

DR. HOWE:  Yes, it is applying to dose 7 

limit, but not for the folks that are kept in the 8 

hospital under Part 20. 9 

RALPH:  Well, my point is the fact that 10 

you would apply a different limit to caregivers that 11 

would be higher than the 500 millirem, or five 12 

millisievert value. 13 

DR. HOWE:  Yes. 14 

RALPH:  Now, whether it was in the 15 

hospital, or it was a situation where they were 16 

released at home, you could under those special cases 17 

allow a higher limit. 18 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, and I understood that 19 

point, Ralph, I just wanted to make clear.  Okay, do 20 

we have any other comments? 21 

OPERATOR:  We do, and Peter, your line 22 

is open.  Go ahead with your comment. 23 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, please.  Well, I 24 

certainly agree with Ralph to this extent.  I think 25 
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it ought to be possible for a caregiver to get a 1 

higher limit based on a conscious waiver, I'll accept 2 

the risk.  If it was my kid I would say I'll take the 3 

risk, I will get the higher dose in order to provide 4 

the care.  I think that's perfectly legitimate.  And 5 

if any, God forbid, remote family member needed 6 

thyroid treatment I'd say I'll take care of it, I 7 

don't even have a thyroid to be affected.  But that's 8 

different from the more general question of whether 9 

the 500 millirem limit should be applied to everybody. 10 

Now, in the first place it should be 11 

recognized that the world does not thing the 500 12 

millirems is the right standard; the right standard 13 

is 100 millirems.  And where this whole patient 14 

release began, surprisingly enough, was back in the 15 

80's when Ronald Reagan was concerned about exposure 16 

to unborn children from radiation and directed all 17 

agencies to reduce permissible limits.  So that was 18 

what led to Part 20 which applies to licenses 19 

generally going from 500 millirems to 100 millirems.  20 

So the question is what is so different about medicine 21 

that we should have a 100 millirem limit for 22 

everything else and a 500 millirem limit for radiation 23 

from released patients, and the opportunities for 24 

confusion are enormous.  We saw this a few years ago 25 
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when the ACMUI spent five months doing a study of 1 

Part 35 and came up with a report, and they said, 2 

"Here is our standard.  It's 500 for family members 3 

and caregivers, 100 millirems for everybody else."  4 

And the slide was up there in the commission meeting.  5 

Two minutes later Jim Lehman of the staff took over 6 

and he put up his slide and said, "500 millirems for 7 

everyone."  You could see the ACMUI people gaping 8 

because they were endorsing a regulation which they 9 

haven't read.  And it would be so easy if the NRC 10 

simply included something in Part 20 and in Part 35 11 

that referred to each other so that people weren't 12 

under the misapprehension that Part 20 applied to 13 

everything. 14 

Okay, so it's a world standard, the NCRP 15 

recommendation, ICRP recommendation all says that 16 

members of the public shouldn't get more than 100 17 

millirems per year, not per event, per year.  So 18 

granted, you can make the point that the family 19 

members get the benefit from the radiation given to 20 

their loved one, but that's fine if you're an adult 21 

and you can make that conscious choice.  I don't see 22 

what benefit a 2-year-old gets from a dose to the 23 

parent and I don't see why there's 2-year-olds being 24 

held to a 500 millirem limit.  They should be allowed 25 
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a 500 millirem limit and possibly twice in a year 1 

when everybody else would get 100 millirems. 2 

And there was a meeting at one of the 3 

thyroid conferences a few years ago in which somebody 4 

from the NRC staff made the point that the doctor had 5 

said to him that he thought sending a patient to a 6 

hotel could have some health benefits, because he 7 

said the alternative was to send the patient back 8 

driving home for several hours in a closed car with 9 

his wife.  And that would have caused greater 10 

radiation exposure, to which I made the point that 11 

the wife at least get some benefit from that treatment 12 

in that she get the healthy husband out of it.  But 13 

the hotel worker who cleans up a contaminated toilet, 14 

a contaminated sink and contaminated sheets, what 15 

benefit are they getting?  None at all.  And why 16 

should the radiation burden be transferred to the 17 

family to someone who gets no benefit at all?  And I 18 

said at the time, I thought I had cleaned hotel rooms 19 

in Seattle at one point for a temporary job, and I 20 

would be outraged if I learned that somebody was 21 

coming there, you cleaned up a bathroom with only 22 

rubber gloves, that somebody had just gone, stayed in 23 

after a 200 millicurie dose.  To which Commissioner 24 

Apostolakis said, "You're right." 25 
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DR. HOWE:  So Peter, could we bring you 1 

back to our question? 2 

MR. CRANE:  Oh, yeah. 3 

DR. HOWE:  And can you, as succinctly as 4 

possible -- so it appears as if you're saying there 5 

ought to be multiple dose levels.  You would agree 6 

that there might be a higher dose level for 7 

caregivers? 8 

MR. CRANE:  I think that there should be 9 

a 100 millirem limit for family members and members 10 

of the public and there should be a potential for 11 

increase far beyond even 500 millirems for people who 12 

have adequate instructions and are willing to sign a 13 

paper showing a knowing waiver so that they can 14 

provide care that nobody else can to a loved one. 15 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  And I think you've 16 

described the health and safety lack of benefits to 17 

members of the public in your mind for anything over 18 

100 millirem, is that correct? 19 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, I think that's right.  20 

I think there's a reason for these world standards.  21 

Now, you got to understand that this rule was proposed 22 

by a believer in hormesis and the technical assistance 23 

for it came from a believer in hormesis, which sums 24 

up as radiation is good for you.  And it is worth 25 
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nothing that the same person who filed this petition 1 

has a petition now in front of the commission that 2 

would allow individuals, specifically including 3 

embryos, fetuses, pregnant women, nursing mothers and 4 

children under 18 to get 10 rems per year.  And -- 5 

DR. HOWE:  And Peter, I think that's a 6 

little bit off topic here. 7 

MR. CRANE:  Right.  Well, perhaps.  8 

Okay, but let me make one point about hotel workers 9 

and what happens to them; not long ago I was at a 10 

hotel in Seattle and I stopped in at nuclear medicine 11 

and asked did they give inpatient or outpatient 12 

treatment, they said one inpatient treatment in the 13 

ten years I've been here.  How much do you give?  Up 14 

to 250 millicuries.  Do any of your patients go to 15 

hotels?  Sure, some of them come here from Alaska, 16 

it's not practical for them to go home.  So that's 17 

telling us that an awful lot of radiation is being 18 

dumped in hotel rooms where this iodine is getting 19 

into the systems of people who have no possible 20 

benefit from the radiation.  And we've got NCRP 155 21 

which says if you get treatment you should launder 22 

your bed linens separately and do them twice; that's 23 

not happening at hotels.  And I think that the prime 24 

example of the medical and moral defectiveness of 25 
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this rule is that this is happening to hotel workers 1 

and the NRC has done nothing to stop it. 2 

By the way, I asked the guy, I said, "Do 3 

you know that the NRC discourages hospitals from 4 

releasing patients to hotels?"  Yes, that was taken 5 

into account.  I said, "You know, the state of 6 

Washington also discourages."  Yes, that was taken 7 

into account.  And to give you an idea of the kinds 8 

of radiation and the levels we're talking about, I 9 

talked to another hospital, and they said, "Well, we 10 

stopped giving inpatient treatments in 2015.  We had 11 

a patient who took a lot of showers and Iodine 131 12 

sticks to porous surfaces.  It got into the grout 13 

between the tile in the shower stall, we couldn't 14 

clean it out, we had to take the room out of 15 

circulation."  So that's what's happening in the real 16 

world. 17 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Peter.  Do we have 18 

any other comments? 19 

OPERATOR:  At this time I'm showing no 20 

further comments. 21 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, thank you.  And I just 22 

want to add to Ralph, not that you need to get back 23 

on the line, but want to be sure that you do provide 24 

your comments in writing.  We would really appreciate 25 
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that.  Of course I know Peter will. 1 

Okay, so we took up all the ten minutes 2 

on that one.  That was a very good discussion. 3 

Okay, did you want to --? 4 

DR. HOWE:  Let me go back to -- Ralph, 5 

are you still on the phone? 6 

OPERATOR:  And I'll go ahead and open up 7 

Ralph's line, one moment.  It'll be just a moment.   8 

And actually, it looks like he has 9 

disconnected. 10 

DR. HOWE:  Oh, okay.  Thank you.  Do we 11 

have -- would anybody on the phone like to revisit 12 

one of our earlier questions? 13 

OPERATOR:  And we do have, actually Ralph 14 

has called in again.  His line is open at this time. 15 

MR. BURTON:  Great. 16 

DR. HOWE:  Ralph, I just wanted to make 17 

it clear I understood what you're saying.  You 18 

essentially believe that the 500 millirem is an 19 

acceptable level for everybody but the caregivers and 20 

that you believe a higher dose should be acceptable 21 

for caregivers if the need warrants? 22 

RALPH:  Yes, that is my point.  And if I 23 

could just maybe supplement maybe a clarifying point 24 

along that line; and I think that it needs to be a 25 
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dose versus risk-based argument, and I think that the 1 

risk should be evaluated commensurate with other 2 

things that are done in healthcare of a similar 3 

nature.  I mean, I think as was brought up earlier, 4 

I think by Alan, the fact that patients are released 5 

with infectious diseases, Hepatitis C, AIDS, these 6 

people go to hotels and so forth on a routine basis, 7 

interact with family members, and yet we don't provide 8 

-- I shouldn't say we don't provide, but these people 9 

are instructed on what they are done on a daily basis, 10 

what they can or cannot do.  If these patients, for 11 

example, should have cuts or anything else related to 12 

sputum or this type of contamination, same things 13 

we're talking about with Iodine 131 therapy patients, 14 

they're not being instructed that they can't go to 15 

hotels or that they must instruct hotel workers or 16 

things of that nature. 17 

So I think if we're going to do something 18 

along a dose risk-based argument, I think we need to 19 

look at it commensurate with other things that 20 

patients that we release on a daily basis with other 21 

similar types of conditions and present similar types 22 

or risks to members of the general public. 23 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  Thank you, Ralph.  And 24 

Ralph, I'd like to go back because you had quite a 25 
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few comments that really pertained more to Question 1 

B, to get you to clarify your position on Question B, 2 

and that was whether it should be per administration 3 

or per year? 4 

RALPH:  Yes.  I feel at this time that 5 

with the certain conditions and so forth it would 6 

need to be on a per administration basis.  It probably 7 

could be controlled if the patient gets all their 8 

healthcare from one healthcare facility, you might be 9 

able to do this on an annual basis, but that's just 10 

not the way most of these patients get their 11 

healthcare nowadays.  And so it makes it very 12 

difficult, because many times the information is not 13 

communicated to another healthcare facility by the 14 

patient and very often these patients are referred 15 

for treatments for other healthcare organizations, 16 

healthcare groups, and so it makes it very difficult, 17 

if almost impractical to track all the radionuclide 18 

administration these patients may get in the course 19 

of a year. 20 

You can say that you can give them cards 21 

and that might be of some help as they go from one 22 

site to another, but we see that when this is done 23 

with diagnostic x-ray regarding CT exposures and so 24 

forth, patients just don't bring those along with 25 
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them and inform the healthcare facility that they had 1 

other studies.  Many do, but also a majority also do 2 

not. 3 

DR. HOWE:  And Ralph, can you describe 4 

what you consider the health and safety benefits or 5 

lack of benefits to the individual being released? 6 

RALPH:  Well, I think if, let's say that 7 

you have a patient that, let's say that you have an 8 

example patient that's running up to over 500 9 

millirems in the course of a year; so are you not 10 

going to treat them or you're not going to do a 11 

diagnostic study on them to follow-up or evaluate 12 

their condition?  I would think not, but -- 13 

DR. HOWE:  I would think it would be more 14 

a question of -- 15 

RALPH:  You're making the licensee and 16 

the patient make a decision as to whether they can 17 

get that study or treatment based on a dose limit 18 

criteria that may or may not provide any health or 19 

safety or detriment to members of the public. 20 

DR. HOWE:  Yes, I don't think we're 21 

talking about an individual not getting the 22 

treatment, but an individual being released.  So 23 

maybe they might not be released, as well -- 24 

RALPH:  Well no -- yes -- well, I guess 25 
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what you're saying then is that so if a patient is 1 

running above maybe say the 500 millirem limit and 2 

they need a cardiac study, you're going to admit them 3 

into a hospital until the next day until it decays 4 

away, I don't think that'll happen. 5 

DR. HOWE:  Well, I guess I'm having a 6 

problem, Ralph, because it's not the dose to the 7 

patient, it's the dose to members of the public. 8 

RALPH:  Right.  But I mean, the thing is 9 

what you're saying is being suggested is that you got 10 

to look at all these types of studies that they're 11 

going to get say in a course of a year if you have an 12 

annual limit, okay.  So let's say they have an iodine 13 

therapy treatment and they have a PET study to follow-14 

up metastases and they had say an iodine whole body 15 

retention study to evaluate them before, the Iodine 16 

Therapy Administration, so you're looking at all 17 

these studies and let's say that they're running at 18 

the limit and you want to do a follow-up diagnostic 19 

study, well, the only way they're going to get that 20 

is if you admit them so that their exposure to public 21 

doesn't exceed this arbitrary 500 millirem. 22 

DR. HOWE:  Or the instructions change so 23 

that the maximum exposed person doesn't exceed the 24 

limit. 25 
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RALPH:  Well, I mean, the instructions 1 

will probably be the same, but I mean, the thing is 2 

that you're needing to incorporate an aggregate from 3 

all, not just their therapeutic administrations but 4 

their diagnostic administrations. 5 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  And then the health 6 

and safety benefits for the public, for per year?  I 7 

mean, for per administration?  Just so we hear your 8 

articulation of that. 9 

RALPH:  Well, I would think in terms of 10 

members of the public the benefit would probably be 11 

no different than the benefit if these patients 12 

received a diagnostic study and released immediately 13 

as is done in the current standard of practice. 14 

DR. HOWE:  Okay. 15 

RALPH:  It would be the same, the benefit 16 

and detriment would be the same. 17 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  Thank you, Ralph.  Do 18 

we have any other comments on Question B or --? 19 

OPERATOR:  At this time I'm showing no 20 

further comments.  Again, if you did have a comment, 21 

just press star 1 at this time. 22 

And one moment please, we do have a 23 

comment coming in. 24 

And Peter, your line is open.  Go ahead 25 
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with your comment. 1 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, please.  I'd like to 2 

respond to what Ralph just said, and maybe he'll 3 

respond to me because I think this back and forth is 4 

quite useful.  Here's a real-world example; the 5 

Braidwood Hotel that's 2007, Braidwood Motel rather, 6 

a worker shows up in Braidwood, Illinois to take a 7 

new job at the Braidwood Nuclear Power Station, he 8 

checks into the Braidwood Motel.  He goes to work the 9 

next day and at the end of his shift he comes out and 10 

the radiation monitors go off.  And they think, 11 

"How's this possible?  He's a new employee.  He 12 

hasn't been near the hot areas of the plant yet, he 13 

hasn't been cleared for it."  So they check and they 14 

find that he has stayed in a room in the motel that 15 

was just vacated by an Iodine 131 patient who had 16 

gone there after treatment.  And he had to be 17 

decontaminated, his clothes were contaminated and his 18 

skin was contaminated.  The room had to be taken out 19 

of use for several months while it was monitored by 20 

Illinois state authorities.  The response to that, 21 

Minnesota told doctors not to send patients to hotels. 22 

A day afterwards, a worker at the LaSalle 23 

Plant set off the radiation alarms.  He had not stayed 24 

in that room.  He had stayed in the same motel, not 25 
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in that room, he had slept on sheets that had been 1 

laundered together with the sheets of the patient, 2 

and that was enough, because as NUREG 150 says NCRP 3 

155 says you want to launder things separately.  Now, 4 

I would ask Ralph, tell me when has there ever been 5 

a case in which a hotel guest got AIDS from staying 6 

in a hotel room recently occupied by an AIDS patient 7 

or any other disease?  Furthermore, when Dr. Malmud 8 

was explaining the consequences of the current rule 9 

to the ACMUI in a meeting in October 2007 and he was 10 

saying that the radioactive patient is an unwanted 11 

guest and we whisk them out the doors as quickly as 12 

possible.  He explained that staff members were 13 

afraid of the patients and didn't want to deal with 14 

them, and they had to leave the adjoining rooms empty 15 

in the hospital because of the radiation coming 16 

through the walls.  Well, it seems to me that if the 17 

thick walls of a hospital aren't thick enough to keep 18 

radiation from penetrating, hotel walls probably 19 

aren't either. 20 

And tell me, when did an AIDS patient or 21 

infectious patient ever cause harm to somebody in the 22 

next hotel room?  And I agree with the point Donna-23 

Beth was making, the issue is not whether people get 24 

the study, it's whether they're inpatient or 25 
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outpatient, and you could write the rule in such a 1 

way that you make clear that we are talking about 2 

administrations of I-131, that is the big one.  And 3 

it's not as though people get I-131 treatments as if 4 

they went into one bar and then go down the street 5 

and go into another bar; it's going to be in their 6 

chart, you can tell whether somebody is getting 200 7 

or 400 millicuries in a year.  I don't think it's 8 

realistic to think that this would be a bureaucratic 9 

nightmare. 10 

And if I could make one final point; that 11 

a dose-based standard only makes sense if it's 12 

actually applied.  It isn't being applied.  Some 13 

years ago Pennsylvania became an agreement state, and 14 

I looked at their regulations and I saw nothing about 15 

the individualized analysis that is supposed to 16 

underlie the NRC's dose-based patient release rule.  17 

So I called the guy in charge of Pennsylvania and I 18 

said, "Where's the reference to the individualized 19 

analysis of the living situation?"  He didn't know 20 

what I was talking about.  He said, "Well, we don't 21 

require it.  We only do what the NRC requires and the 22 

NRC doesn't require it."  So the word has not gotten 23 

out.  In practical terms, there isn't a genuine 24 

analysis of dose to others in most cases; people are 25 
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handed some kind of piece of paper saying follow 1 

instructions, this is the way we do it. 2 

I call tell you that just within recent 3 

weeks, someone personally known to me was scheduled 4 

for outpatient treatment because, "That's the way we 5 

do things."  There was a 3-year-old child in the 6 

home.  Nobody had done individualized analysis to 7 

figure out what the dose to that child was likely to 8 

be.  It makes a mockery of what the commission thought 9 

it was doing when it passed this rule.  So that's my 10 

say on these issues. 11 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Peter. 12 

MR. CRANE:  Thank you, Donna-Beth. 13 

MR. BURTON:  If Ralph is still on the 14 

line, did he have any thoughts and response to what 15 

Peter just said? 16 

OPERATOR:  I believe Ralph's line has 17 

disconnected.  Ralph, if you called in, please press 18 

star 1 at this time if you have a comment. 19 

And one moment, please. 20 

DR. HOWE:  Or anyone else? 21 

MR. BURTON:  Yes, anyone else? 22 

OPERATOR:  At this time I'm showing no 23 

further comment. 24 

MR. BURTON:  Okay. 25 
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DR. HOWE:  I think we'll break for lunch. 1 

MR. BURTON:  Okay, we are a little bit 2 

ahead of schedule, so what we will do is we will go 3 

on and break for lunch now.  And we will take an 4 

hour, so we'll pick it up again about 12:30 Eastern 5 

Time, so if everyone would set your watch accordingly. 6 

DR. HOWE:  We'll be back at 1:00. 7 

MR. BURTON:  Oh.  Okay, you still want 8 

to meet at 1:00 or you want an hour? 9 

DR. HOWE:  No, 1:00. 10 

MR. BURTON:  Okay.  So on the agenda 11 

we're supposed to reconvene at 1:00, so you'll get a 12 

little bit more time for lunch.  So we'll do that, 13 

so please set your watch and we will see you back at 14 

1 o'clock Eastern Time, all right? 15 

OPERATOR:  Excuse me, this is Shirley.  16 

We do have one that queued up for a comment.  Would 17 

you like to take them? 18 

MR. BURTON:  Oh, okay. 19 

OPERATOR:  Thank you. And I believe 20 

that's Ryan, your line is open. 21 

RYAN:  Hi, I just wanted to make a quick 22 

point.  I know we're getting ready to break for lunch.  23 

However, I do want to say that one of the underlying 24 

things that we do need to keep in mind is that when 25 
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we're talking about doses, as calculated under the 1 

Reg Guide 8.39 methodology, we're not talking about 2 

likely dose to the target receptor to the members of 3 

the public, we're talking about a very, very 4 

conservative in all likelihood gross over-estimate in 5 

most circumstances what the actual dose consequence 6 

is to that member of the public, and that is something 7 

that we need to keep in mind. 8 

Also, we need to keep in mind that the 9 

presence of radioactivity is not indicative of the 10 

actual risk, right.  As others have said, it needs 11 

to be dose-based and it needs to be evaluated on that 12 

purpose and in that vein.  This is the whole point; 13 

the reason medical exposures are different is because 14 

we are trying to help people, we do have expected 15 

benefit, and I think people would recognize that.  16 

However, you need to consider the care axis issues, 17 

the throughput issues, when we're talking about 18 

things like 500 millirem or whether it's a NCRP style 19 

breakdown in terms of dose limits that we're applying 20 

on an annualized or per release basis.  We do need 21 

to be able to treat that patient in an effective 22 

manner.  And if we go back to a situation where we're 23 

unnecessarily, in many cases, forcing inpatient care 24 

or special accommodation care for those patients, we 25 
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are going to impact access, we are going to impact 1 

the ability of patients to be treated, we are going 2 

to impact access to diagnostics. 3 

Also, if we're going to dose limits, 4 

right now the system makes sense because at least the 5 

dose limit is applied to all things.  I don't think 6 

it makes sense to break it out and treat I-131 like 7 

it's particularly special.  All of these things need 8 

to be evaluated in context with the 9 

radiopharmaceutical, the exposure pathways and all of 10 

these things.  You know, and this is where qualified 11 

physicists and medical professionals that really know 12 

this stuff maybe would benefit from some better 13 

guidance for people who are not as savvy as others.  14 

But all this needs to be rolled into this, and I don't 15 

think really it's as simple as going back to a per 16 

millicurie release, it's not as simple as saying I-17 

131 is special, it's not as simple and I think it 18 

will take a major step backwards in terms of access 19 

to healthcare and the quality of patient care if we 20 

go back to forcing these things with inpatients. 21 

That's very briefly in a summary and I 22 

won't be submitting written comment, so. 23 

MR. BURTON:  Okay.  Thank you, Ryan.  24 

That was -- I'm glad you weighed in.  Okay, so we are 25 
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going to break for lunch and we will be back at 1:00 1 

pm. Eastern Time, so we'll see you then.  Thank you. 2 

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter 3 

went off the record at 11:32 a.m. and resumed at 1:02 4 

p.m.) 5 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay, welcome back 6 

everyone.  It is not 1 o'clock and I trust everyone 7 

enjoyed their lunch.  My name is Robert Lee Gladney 8 

and I'm from the NRC office of Nuclear Material Safety 9 

and Safeguards.  I will be facilitating this meeting 10 

with Butch Burton.  Again, this is the NRC public 11 

meeting on NRC's patient release regulations.  And 12 

at this time we'll now pick things up and reconvene 13 

at Question B. 14 

Now, I'll turn it over to Donna-Beth. 15 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Lee.  I also want 16 

to remind people that if you're listening on the phone 17 

and you tried to get into the webinar, NRC's webinar 18 

is not working and hasn't been working for well over 19 

a week now, so we suggest that you go into the 20 

NRC.gov, go into the public meetings and click on our 21 

webcast, and then you'll be able to see our questions. 22 

And our format is that I will throw a 23 

question up, we have about an hour to discuss it.  So 24 

far this morning we haven't used very much of that 25 
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one hour for the discussion period, but hopefully 1 

that'll pick up this afternoon.  And if we do make a 2 

break, we'll come back to the same question in case 3 

people have tuned in late, and then we'll move onto 4 

the next one. 5 

So, we have a total of six questions and 6 

this is Question #4, and it is should the NRC include 7 

a specific requirement for release of patients who 8 

are likely to expose young children or pregnant women 9 

to  doses above the public dose limit?  If you think 10 

we need a requirement, then explain why and describe 11 

what the requirement should include.  If you don't 12 

think we need a requirement, then explain why you 13 

don't think it's needed.  And in either case we'd 14 

like to have you describe the resulting health and 15 

safety benefits or lack of benefits to the individual 16 

being released and to young children or pregnant 17 

women. 18 

And so I would like to open the floor now 19 

to comments.  And to make comments you just need to 20 

hit star 1. 21 

OPERATOR:  We do have a comment on the 22 

phone line, would you like to take it? 23 

DR. HOWE:  Yes. 24 

OPERATOR:  Thank you.  And Peter, your 25 
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line is open.  Go ahead with your comment. 1 

MR. CRANE:  Thank you.  Yes, I think it 2 

is very, very important that proper guidance be given 3 

to people with children.  And this plugs into 4 

questions that we were discussing earlier and I'd 5 

like to pick up on something that was said because 6 

it's highly relevant.  The last person who spoke, it 7 

could have been Ralph who called in, said that I-131 8 

wasn't all that special.  Well, there was an ICRP 9 

Report #94 several years ago that said that the, that 10 

was entirely about the danger to children from I-131 11 

patients, and it said that a single kiss from parent 12 

to child could double a child's risk of developing 13 

thyroid cancer.  Now, I don't know if the data would 14 

support that, but the fact that the ICRP thought so 15 

seems significant.  Also, the ICRP put out a report 16 

some years ago, Draft Report 104, in which they made 17 

the comment that a single I-131 patient may give off 18 

more radiation than a nuclear plant emits in a year.  19 

And if that isn't special, I don't know what is. 20 

Now, the NRC objected to that saying it 21 

was wrong to compare different kinds of radiation.  22 

There was a letter from Vince Holahan to the ICRP on 23 

that subject and they dropped the sentence, but the 24 

NRC didn't dispute that it was accurate, and they 25 
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couldn't have, because they've known this for 40 1 

years.  There was an article by Dave Muller who some 2 

people remember as the chairman of the Advisory 3 

Committee on Reactor Safeguards who was writing in 4 

the American Journal of Public Health in 1978, and 5 

this in the days of the 30 millicurie rule, and he 6 

was saying that medical facilities were giving off 7 

more radiation than a nuclear plant.  And said that 8 

released patients were boarding planes with levels of 9 

radiation in their bodies that would preclude their 10 

being carried in the hold as baggage.  So I'd like 11 

to know why this gentleman thinks that I-131 isn't a 12 

special case requiring special concerns? 13 

I would also ask on the subject of 14 

protecting children, the most vulnerable population 15 

of all is the pregnant, the fetus and the nursing 16 

child, because not only can they get a dose directly, 17 

they can get it through the mother, through the 18 

bloodstream, or the milk.  And my point about hotels 19 

is that it is improper and it's immoral to expose 20 

people in this way.  And I'm not alone in this.  The 21 

state of, New York City's Department of Health put 22 

out a notice in 2009 that said do not, capital letters 23 

bold face, send patients to hotels, that there is a 24 

very real possibility that a housekeeper will absorb 25 
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I-131 and pass it onto the unborn or nursing child.  1 

Well, that's what that health department said, that's 2 

the NRC has said something similar about strongly 3 

discouraging it, but it still happens.  We know it 4 

still happens. 5 

There was an article in ASCO Post in which 6 

Sloan Kettering was acknowledging that they send 7 

people to hotels with 200 millicuries of 1-131 in 8 

their systems.  Why?  They don't have a choice; they 9 

say because they can't travel under those 10 

circumstances.  Well, the real choice is either to 11 

put them in the hospital or some segregated facility 12 

that wouldn't have all the bells and whistles of a 13 

hospital room, but would nevertheless segregate them 14 

from the general public.  And I would ask if there's 15 

anybody listening who would feel comfortable with 16 

their child or grandchild or nephew or niece staying 17 

in a hotel room like the one in Braidwood, Illinois 18 

that's just been vacated by an I-131 patient?  Speak 19 

up.  Because I don't think anybody does.  I cannot 20 

believe, nor can I believe that anybody would accept 21 

that their child or grandchild be the person who 22 

cleaned up such a room. 23 

DR. HOWE:  Peter, could we have you at 24 

this particular point focus on Question D? 25 
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MR. CRANE:  Sure. 1 

DR. HOWE:  Then if anyone wants to 2 

comment to Peter's comments, we can do it after we 3 

get the comments on Question D. 4 

MR. CRANE:  Sure.  Okay, it should be 5 

crystal clear to people from the instructions that 6 

children are most at risk, that parents need to be 7 

separated from their children, and especially the 8 

smaller children, especially children under 4.  We 9 

know that from Chernobyl that the mass of, the 10 

thousands of thyroid cancers were from children 4 and 11 

under at the time of exposure.  At this point, what 12 

are the instructions that people get when they look 13 

to the NRC regulations?  If you go to Volume 9 of the 14 

NUREG you find a statement that people should write 15 

off to the Society of Nuclear Medicine for a pamphlet 16 

that was published in 1987; it's been out-of-date, 17 

it's been obsolete for 20 years.  And anybody 18 

familiar with the situation of thyroid cancer 19 

patients in this country knows that the guidance 20 

people get is all over the map.  There needs to be 21 

consistent guidance and it needs to be focused on the 22 

risked children. 23 

DR. HOWE:  Peter? 24 

MR. CRANE:  Yes? 25 
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DR. HOWE:  So if I'm understanding what 1 

you're saying, is you believe that there should be a 2 

requirement to provide clear guidance to those 3 

patients about exposure to children and pregnant 4 

women, is that what you're recommending for a 5 

requirement? 6 

MR. CRANE:  Yes.  In the first place I 7 

think that the requirement should be 100 millirem 8 

release limit, not 500 millirem. 9 

DR. HOWE:  Okay. 10 

MR. CRANE:  500 millirems is obsolete, 11 

the rest of the world understands that.  The ICRP 12 

understands it, the NCRP understands it.  I think 13 

there ought to be clear provision that when there are 14 

children at home, the presumption is in favor of 15 

inpatient treatment.  And I think there needs to be 16 

a clear statement that there's going to be a real 17 

individualized analysis.  We know what's happening 18 

in the real world, which is this isn't taking place, 19 

the guidance often isn't being given, or people are 20 

given a bunch of papers of discharge and somewhere in 21 

there is a statement of safety guidance to follow. 22 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, so if I understand it 23 

correctly, you're recommending -- and that was also 24 

an issue covered in I think Question C -- a lower 25 
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dose for young children and pregnant women and also 1 

clear instructions to keep the dose to those 2 

individuals low if the person goes to a home or goes 3 

to a place with young children? 4 

MR. CRANE:  Right.  Well, I think that 5 

the 100 millirem limit ought to be enforced for 6 

everyone, but I think that there ought to be special 7 

emphasis on the need to protect children, because 8 

they are the ones who are most endangered by the 9 

present rule. 10 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, and you feel you've 11 

described the resulting health and safety benefits or 12 

lack of benefits to the individual? 13 

MR. CRANE:  Well, perhaps not adequately, 14 

in that why do we want to protect children from 15 

radiation, because we know that it has carcinogenic 16 

effects and it can cause thyroid cancer in the very 17 

young, it can cause mental retardation.  And there's 18 

also a particular set of weeks during pregnancy, I 19 

think it's like 14 to 22 or 14 to 21 in which the 20 

fetus is particularly radiation sensitive.  Now, I 21 

know there's disagreement on that point, but I'll 22 

leave that to the people, the hormesis people to 23 

explain why radiation in that amount is not only 24 

harmless but beneficial. 25 
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DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Peter.  Do we have 1 

any other comments? 2 

OPERATOR:  At this time I'm showing no 3 

further comment. 4 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay.  So I think at this 5 

time we encourage anyone, if you look again Question 6 

D is should the NRC include a separate requirement 7 

for the release of a patient who is likely to expose 8 

young children or pregnant women to doses above the 9 

public  dose limit.  If you have any questions, 10 

please feel free to join in discussion so we can 11 

discuss Question D or Question 4. 12 

OPERATOR:  And again, just press star 13 

followed by 1 to have your line open.  And one moment 14 

please. 15 

And we do have Janice, your line is open.  16 

Go ahead with your comment. 17 

JANICE:  Hello? 18 

MR. GLADNEY:  Yes?  This is the NRC. 19 

JANICE:  Hi.  I would just like to make 20 

a comment as to radiation exposure.  I have been a 21 

nuclear medicine technologist and have worked in the 22 

nuclear field since 1977.  I also was pregnant with 23 

three children over that time period.  I just wanted 24 

to make a comment for this Question B, the 25 
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requirements for releasing individuals who are likely 1 

to expose young children and pregnant women; I do 2 

feel that we need to emphasize and educate the 3 

patients about how to prepare their homes, if they're 4 

going to be dosed and released with any type of 5 

treatment, iodine or any other kind of therapy or any 6 

other kind of treatment.  But I do not feel there 7 

should be a different limit for them.  The 8 

occupational dose for the fetus at 5 millisievert 9 

should be the same for anyone, including occupational 10 

workers because their fetus is not the worker, so 11 

that's in my feeling that  the same millisievert 12 

should be the same, whether it's for a worker or for 13 

the family members of a patient that's released. 14 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, thank you for that 15 

comment. 16 

MR. GLADNEY:  Do you see any potential 17 

benefit of keeping it the same -- I mean, I guess you 18 

mentioned keeping the limits the same, but also to 19 

basically enhance the guidance instructions? 20 

JANICE:  Sure.  Yes, your question says 21 

that should they include a specific requirement; as 22 

a requirement I just would say that they encourage 23 

education of parents, the mother before being 24 

released. 25 
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DR. HOWE:  And do you feel like you've 1 

described the resulting health and safety benefits or 2 

lack of benefits to the individual being released? 3 

JANICE:  To the individual being 4 

released?  As far as the safety benefits, how would 5 

that affect me; I think we're talking about the fetus, 6 

so I'm not sure if we're talking about the safety of 7 

the fetus or the safety of the person working?  I'm 8 

not really sure? 9 

DR. HOWE:  So you do feel like you've 10 

described resulting health and safety to the young 11 

child and pregnant woman? 12 

JANICE:  Right.  Well, I think we all 13 

agree that the children, or the fetus is more 14 

sensitive than the adult. 15 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, thank you. 16 

MR. GLADNEY:  Thank you for your comment. 17 

DR. HOWE:  Do we have any other comments? 18 

OPERATOR:  At this time I'm showing no 19 

further comment. 20 

We do have a comment coming in, one moment 21 

please. 22 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay, thank you. 23 

OPERATOR:  We do have a comment from 24 

Matt.  Your line is open, go ahead. 25 
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MATT:  Hi, my name is Matt.  I would like 1 

to say that, to answer the question succinctly, the 2 

answer is yes that the NRC should include specific 3 

requirements for the release of a patient who is 4 

likely to expose young children and pregnant women to 5 

doses above the public dose limit.  I think that 6 

there needs to be clear guidance from the NRC as to 7 

time frames, distances and things like that, that a 8 

patient should try to maintain around children.  I 9 

also think that in the NUREG current version, the 10 

contamination concern is downplayed considerably and 11 

that the potential for contamination in these 12 

patient's homes needs to be elevated and ways to 13 

minimize those contamination concerns need to be 14 

outlined in NRC guidance. 15 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  Can you talk about or 16 

describe what you believe the resulting health and 17 

safety benefits or lack of benefits to the individual 18 

being released? 19 

MATT:  I think to the individual being 20 

released we need some additional requirements or at 21 

least instructions and guidance provided from the NRC 22 

will not impact the health or safety of the individual 23 

receiving treatment.  I think it will only benefit 24 

those that will be around them after treatment. 25 
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DR. HOWE:  Okay, thank you. 1 

MATT:  I will say that there will 2 

potentially be cases where these patients cannot be 3 

released to a home where they don't have the use of 4 

a bathroom, or they live in a small apartment with a 5 

lot of young children or they're the primary 6 

caregiver, so there's the potential that those 7 

patients will have to be treated as an inpatient and 8 

that could lead to perhaps financial strain but not 9 

health strain. 10 

DR. HOWE:  Thanks for that comment. 11 

OPERATOR:  Thank you.  We do have a 12 

comment from Josh, your line is open.  Go ahead with 13 

your comment. 14 

JOSH:  Yes.  Hi, this is Josh.  I'm a 15 

patient advocate, so someone who has undergone 16 

several nuclear treatments and imaging as well.  I'm 17 

a little concerned, I do think it has some health 18 

implications because if we're going to require 19 

patients to be in hospital at times, will the cost of 20 

the actual, from the procedures and in fact may reduce 21 

access to some patients who will no longer be able to 22 

be covered by either their insurance or self-pay 23 

because of the extra hospitalization.  I also think, 24 

though, my first point was that we also need to, if 25 
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guidance does come out, we need to be specific on 1 

treatments, almost a table that allows you to figure 2 

out what diagnostic or what therapeutic option you're 3 

having and what the precaution should be taken. 4 

I think we've heard a lot about Iodine 5 

131, but there are a lot of other nuclear therapies 6 

that are out there as well that may not require as 7 

much, have the same issues, and I think we need to 8 

make sure that we don't overdo it here and really 9 

bring on too many concerns, or overdue the concerns 10 

for things that may not have the same set of exposure 11 

risk. 12 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you for that point. 13 

MR. GLADNEY:  Thank you. 14 

OPERATOR:  Thank you.  At this time I'm 15 

showing no further comment. 16 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay.  SO I think since we 17 

have some time now, I think we'll still take questions 18 

regarding Question D, but we'll open it up and have 19 

opportunities for individuals who may not have given  20 

comments for Questions A, B and C earlier this 21 

morning, to provide any questions or additional 22 

comments at this point. 23 

DR. HOWE:  And I'll move back to Question 24 

A in case you've forgotten what that is; that was 25 
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about requiring an activity-based patient release 1 

threshold in which patients would be required to 2 

maintain in a clinic sponsored facility that could 3 

either be the medical facility or where the facility 4 

has control and the licensee has control.  And as 5 

always, we're asking if you think it should be 6 

activity-based, explain why you think it's not, then 7 

explain why the regulations should remain the same.  8 

And we're always asking for the public health and 9 

safety benefits or lack of benefits. 10 

Do I have any comment or would like to 11 

comment on Question A that we haven't heard before? 12 

OPERATOR:  And again, just press star 13 

followed by 1.  14 

And Peter, your line is open. 15 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, please.  This goes back 16 

to Question D and I would just like to respond to 17 

Josh.  Several thoughtful comments that were good to 18 

hear.  He makes the point that it may be impossible 19 

to get insurance coverage and that that could limit 20 

access, and I think the focus on insurance is very 21 

important because so much of what has happened with 22 

this current rule over the last 20 years is insurance-23 

driven.  Because after the rule came out, a lot of 24 

insurance companies decided they weren't paying, 25 
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period, for outpatient treatment, and they could say, 1 

"Well, it's not necessary for the patient's health."  2 

And I think that if the NRC were to do something that 3 

made clear that the rule is really -- and so currently 4 

if a doctor wants to get inpatient treatment, it means 5 

spending hours on the phone arguing with the insurance 6 

company.  Doctors don't have that time to talk.  They 7 

should be allowed to use their time to be dealing 8 

with patients and helping them and not arm-wrestling 9 

with the insurance companies. 10 

If the NRC made very, very clear that in 11 

these cases where higher doses than acceptable are 12 

possible to family members, that it is an absolute 13 

legal requirement that they be inpatient, it would 14 

greatly strengthen the hand of doctors in saying, 15 

"I'm not making this recommendation for the fun of 16 

it, I'm doing it because I will get in trouble with 17 

the NRC or with my state regulator if I do not 18 

hospitalize my patient."  And in that case the 19 

insurance companies would once again, as they should, 20 

pick up the burden of paying for inpatient treatment 21 

in appropriate cases.  That's all I have to say. 22 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Peter. 23 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay.  Do we have any other 24 

questions? 25 
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OPERATOR:  At this time I'm showing no 1 

further comment. 2 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay. 3 

OPERATOR:  Again, press star followed by 4 

1. 5 

MR. GLADNEY:  So we're thankful for the 6 

comment regarding Question D.  We also would like to 7 

discuss Question A, Question we can review as being 8 

should the NRC amend the regulations to clarify the 9 

time frame for the current dose limit in 10 CFR 10 

35.75(a) for releasing individuals.  And that 11 

question, for example, should the regulations 12 

specifically state in the criterion there's a per 13 

year limit?  Number two was, if not, is there a 14 

different criterion the NRC should consider?  And 15 

again, for Number 3, it considers the health and 16 

safety benefits. 17 

DR. HOWE:  So if you were not able to 18 

make a comment earlier this morning and you would 19 

like to make a comment on this one, please do so. 20 

OPERATOR:  And again, just press star 21 

followed by 1 to have your line open. 22 

I'm showing no comment. 23 

DR. HOWE:  Okay. 24 

MR. GLADNEY:  So we will also give an 25 
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opportunity to revisit Question C, which is should 1 

the NRC continue to apply the same dose criteria of 2 

5 millisieverts or .5 rem to all members of the 3 

general public, including family members, young 4 

children, pregnant women, caregivers, hotel workers 5 

and other members of the public when considering the 6 

release of patients?  If so, explain why.  If not, 7 

what criterion should the NRC use for an individual 8 

group or groups?  Specify the group; family members, 9 

pregnant women, young children, caregivers, hotel 10 

workers or other criteria.  And then of course Number 11 

3 is the health and safety benefits for those 12 

situations. 13 

DR. HOWE:  Do we have any comments from 14 

the people that did not get a chance to comment this 15 

morning? 16 

OPERATOR:  And again, at this time, 17 

that's star followed by 1 if you have a comment. 18 

At this time I'm showing no comments. 19 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  At this time I think 20 

we will take a break and we will come back at probably 21 

about ten minutes to the hour.  And we'll give one 22 

more chance for Question D and then we'll move onto 23 

Question E.  Thank you. 24 

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter 25 
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went off the record at 1:29 p.m. and resumed at 1:49 1 

p.m.) 2 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay, Shirley, I think 3 

we're going to go ahead and start back. 4 

OPERATOR:  Okay, one moment.  Your lines 5 

are open. 6 

MR. GLADNEY:  Thank you. 7 

DR. HOWE:  As we've done before, we're 8 

going to essentially continue with Question D and 9 

give those people that may have tuned in later or may 10 

have decided they do have a comment to make, to see 11 

if there are any additional comments on Question D 12 

before we go into the next topic.  So are there any 13 

additional comments on Question D.  And that's star 14 

1. 15 

OPERATOR:  Okay, one moment.  Debbie, 16 

your line is open. 17 

DEBBIE:  Hi, I just have a logistical 18 

question.  I'm trying to get into the webcast and the 19 

website's not responding.  Is that --? 20 

MR. GLADNEY:  So we have -- are you 21 

trying to get into the webcast or webinar? 22 

DEBBIE:  Webcast. 23 

DR. HOWE:  Are you at 24 

http://video.nrc.gov? 25 
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DEBBIE:  Yes. 1 

DR. HOWE:  And you haven't found our 2 

patient release program, public meeting? 3 

DEBBIE:  It just keeps, when I click on 4 

the portal website it tells me the connection has 5 

timed out, it takes too long to respond.  I had it 6 

earlier, but then after the break it stopped 7 

responding. 8 

MR. GLADNEY:  So we're working on that.  9 

We're going to work on that, and thank you for 10 

providing that information to us. 11 

DR. HOWE:  Does anybody else have the 12 

same problem? 13 

MR. GLADNEY:  Yes, we'll continue to look 14 

into that and track that down. 15 

DEBBIE:  Okay, thank you. 16 

MR. GLADNEY:  Anyone else with any 17 

questions or comments regarding Question D or any 18 

other items on the list? 19 

OPERATOR:  One moment.  We do have other 20 

participants queuing up. 21 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay. 22 

OPERATOR:  Janice, your line is open. 23 

JANICE:  I just wanted to let you know 24 

the webcast is not working. 25 
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DR. HOWE:  Okay, so that's a second one 1 

with the webcast. 2 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay.  So we have one of 3 

our personnel working to get more information 4 

regarding this.  Thank you for letting us know, I 5 

would say first of all, so we can address that issue.  6 

So we're going to work on that in the meantime.  What 7 

we will look to do is read back some of the questions 8 

a little bit more just to make sure you're aware of 9 

what those questions are, and then also something 10 

that the webcast will provide and then also we will 11 

provide just a little bit more opportunities for you 12 

to respond to the questions. 13 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, so I don't believe we 14 

had any additional comments on Question D.  Is that 15 

correct, Operator? 16 

OPERATOR:  We do have other participants.  17 

Ralph, your line is open. 18 

DR. HOWE:  Okay. 19 

RALPH:  Well, I was just responding that 20 

getting the same error about the time out and Sophie 21 

Holiday did send an email about a quarter after 12:00 22 

saying that the GoToWebinar platform was having 23 

difficulty and it was cancelled for the afternoon. 24 

DR. HOWE:  And we know that the 25 
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GoToWebinar is not working at the NRC.  And so what 1 

you need to be on is the webcast which is -- 2 

RALPH:  The same thing. 3 

DR. HOWE:  No, they're two different 4 

things, Ralph.  One is you go through nrc.gov to the 5 

public meeting and then you have to pick up the 6 

video.nrc.gov for the webcast. 7 

RALPH:  The video is getting the air that 8 

previous people had reported that it was timing out 9 

and you could not connect. 10 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, and so we're looking 11 

into that.  So thank you, Ralph.  We are looking into 12 

that. 13 

OPERATOR:  In fact, we have I believe it 14 

was Stanford.  I apologize if I couldn't hear you 15 

correctly.  Your line is open.  Sanford or Stanford. 16 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay, Sanford/Stanford. 17 

OPERATOR:  Okay.  Next we have one 18 

participant, your name was not recorded, so if you 19 

did queue up for a question, check the mute on your 20 

line, please. 21 

If you do queue for a question, check the 22 

mute on your line.  Your line is open. 23 

Okay, at this time we have no other 24 

questions in queue. 25 
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DR. HOWE:  Okay, thank you.  I think 1 

we'll go to Question E. 2 

MR. GLADNEY:  Sure. 3 

DR. HOWE:  And Question E is should the 4 

NRC have a specific requirement for the licensee to 5 

have a patient isolation discussion with patients in 6 

sufficient time prior to the administration to 7 

provide the patient time to make isolation 8 

arrangements or the licensee to make plans to hold 9 

the patient if the patient cannot be immediately 10 

released?  Once again, if you believe we should have 11 

the requirement, explain why and describe what the 12 

requirements should include.  If you do not believe 13 

we should have a specific requirement, then explain 14 

why the requirement is not needed.  And in either 15 

case we'd like to have you describe the resulting 16 

health and safety benefits or lack of benefits to the 17 

individual being released, the licensee and to the 18 

public. 19 

So we'll open it up for comments now. 20 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay, so right now what I 21 

would like to mention, we had a few comments regarding 22 

access to the webcast and what we have been informed 23 

is that the server has some issues.  And so right now 24 

the only access right now is the bridge lines, so if 25 
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you are submitting questions or looking to be 1 

involved, which we would like you to be involved in 2 

the meeting, if you can please use the bridge line to 3 

provide any input or comments or questions that you 4 

have. 5 

DR. HOWE:  So once again, we're working 6 

on Question E.  If you have a copy of the Federal 7 

Register in front of you, then this is Question E in 8 

the Federal Register.  The items below the question 9 

are the same ones that are in the Federal Register, 10 

also.  So we're looking for comments on whether there 11 

should be a specific requirement for licensees to 12 

have patient isolation discussion with the patients 13 

in sufficient time prior to the administration to 14 

provide  the patient time to make isolation 15 

arrangements or the licensee to make plans to hold a 16 

patient if the patient cannot be immediately 17 

released. 18 

And we're opening it up for comment now. 19 

OPERATOR:  Peter, your line is open. 20 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, I was hoping somebody 21 

else would take the lead on this, but failing that, 22 

let me speak to it.  Frankly I'm not sure about this 23 

because one can over-prescribe, over-dictate this, 24 

that and the other.  And you can imagine in ideal 25 
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circumstances you tell the person a week in advance 1 

or something like that, "This is what we have in mind 2 

and these are the kind of arrangements you're going 3 

to have to make.  And if we have to treat you on an 4 

outpatient basis you may want to find some place where 5 

you can stay.  You may want to send your family away."  6 

Ideally, you'd give them some time, but you can also 7 

visualize a situation in which somebody has come to 8 

town only briefly in which there's some urgency in 9 

which you got to dispense what strict time limits. 10 

So I got my doubts about whether writing 11 

this into regulations is the way to go.  I think that 12 

if you had adequate instructions and made it clear 13 

that the expectation is that this will be communicated 14 

to patients early on to let them make choices, that 15 

would be sufficient.  But again, this is all 16 

contingent on our getting adequate instructions.  And 17 

there was something I suggested at a ACMUI meeting 18 

years ago, something that I know a surgeon in a 19 

different field does in Seattle; he has a video and 20 

when he's got people coming in for a consultation 21 

with a view toward surgery; he says, "I want you to 22 

look at this video.  You will find most of your 23 

questions answered in the next 45 minutes, and after 24 

that we'll talk about any remaining questions you 25 
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have."  I think  if you have some kind of 1 

standardized set of instructions, safety 2 

instructions, guidance, you can have it a 3 

standardized form in a bunch of different languages 4 

and it would go far to informing people of all 5 

educational levels and do a lot for public protection. 6 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Peter. 7 

MR. CRANE:  Thank you. 8 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay.  We'd like to see if 9 

there are any other comments/questions. 10 

OPERATOR:  There are no other 11 

participants in queue. 12 

MR. GLADNEY:  Thank you.  At this time 13 

I'd also like to mention that the questions are also 14 

available on the NRC website, public meetings and 15 

involvement, those that have the public meeting 16 

announcement.  And so in those questions that you're 17 

discussing today can be found in the Federal Register 18 

but also can be found on the NRC web page, so at least 19 

two different ways to access the questions. 20 

Do we have any other questions or any 21 

other comments regarding any of the questions, 22 

including Question E? 23 

OPERATOR:  Mack, your line is open. 24 

MACK:  Yes, this is probably from my 25 
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perspective more on the line of guidance, I think 1 

that can be recommended in guidance that follow these 2 

rules, but to codify into regulations is probably not 3 

going to be -- well, it's just not appropriate I don't 4 

believe.  I was looking at the Federal Register 5 

comments and it says that some patients reported that 6 

they were unaware of a need to isolate themselves 7 

from others prior to the administration.  Well, as 8 

long as the licensee adhered to the requirements that 9 

if they had to be isolated, they were, or if the 10 

patients agreed to make other arrangements, then 11 

they've met the requirement.  But trying to codify 12 

when you have  to provide that -- I mean, different 13 

facilities have different availability of physicians, 14 

of health physics personnel, so I don't think it's 15 

going to work very well to try to codify that.  I 16 

think it's more appropriate to the guidance. 17 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay, thank you. 18 

OPERATOR:  Mike, your line is open. 19 

MIKE:  Hi, I would just like to -- I'm a 20 

RSO for a large, academic medical institution, and I 21 

would just like to second the preceding comments.  I 22 

think it's good practice in that in our standard 23 

practice here at Yale New Haven Hospital we try to 24 

schedule patients two to four weeks ahead of time for 25 
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a clinic visit and we use that period of time to 1 

conduct an initial physical exam of the patient, and 2 

we also use that as an opportunity to educate the 3 

patient as to what the ultimate plan will be for their 4 

treatment as to whether they're going to be admitted 5 

as an inpatient or treated as an outpatient.  And 6 

then it allows the patient to make their preparations 7 

and it also allows us to plan our schedule to take 8 

care of any special needs, but I think that's 9 

something that should be given as guidance and good 10 

practice, but I don't think that it should be codified 11 

into a regulation. 12 

As the previous caller mentioned, 13 

sometimes things come up that you can't control, not 14 

all patients are cooperative with showing up for the 15 

clinic schedule.  So if you make that into a 16 

regulation, it removes the ability of a licensee to 17 

practice medicine in a way they should be allowed to 18 

do it.  I don't think it's something that the 19 

regulatory framework should dictate to licensees. 20 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you. 21 

MR. GLADNEY:  Great.  Any other comments 22 

or questions? 23 

So we've discussed the possibility of 24 

having a specific requirement.  For those who 25 
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mentioned that it would be beneficial to have 1 

information provided in the guidance, this would be 2 

also an opportunity to discuss what type of 3 

information could be included in the guidance that 4 

would not necessarily be included within, in addition 5 

to the regulation. 6 

DR. HOWE:  And to give a little bit of 7 

perspective on this question; this question arose 8 

from the information we collected during our last 9 

information collection project and what we learned is 10 

that, and it's not for all treatments, but 11 

specifically for I-131 treatments that there are many 12 

points during the process in which a patient is 13 

diagnosed with say thyroid cancer or hypothyroidism 14 

when they go to surgery, when they recover from the 15 

surgery, and then when another decision is made as to 16 

whether there should be an I-131 treatment, and then 17 

finally when the I-131 treatment is given, that this 18 

type of information to at least let patients know 19 

that if they're going to the I-131 treatment, they 20 

may need to be isolated or that they have a situation 21 

in which they may need to be kept as inpatients.  22 

And so it appeared to us that there were 23 

a number of points at which this information could be 24 

passed on without it having to be done right at the 25 
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last minute when the treatment is being administered.  1 

So that's just to give you a little perspective. 2 

Do we have any more comments on this 3 

question? 4 

MR. GLADNEY:  Again, we realize that the 5 

webcast and webinar currently are not available, so 6 

we'll just repeat the question in case someone joined 7 

and wants to know what the question is again.  But 8 

Question E is should the NRC have a specific 9 

requirement for the licensee to have a patient 10 

isolation discussion with patients in sufficient time 11 

prior to administration to provide the patient time 12 

to make isolation arrangements or the licensee to 13 

make plans to hold the patient if the patient cannot 14 

be immediately released?  If so, explain why and what 15 

the requirements should include.  Or if not, explain 16 

why the requirement is not needed. 17 

Do we have any questions or comments? 18 

Shirley, if you can give the instructions 19 

again about what they need to, in order to participate 20 

by bridge line? 21 

Okay, so if the operator can give some 22 

instructions, again, regarding how individuals on the 23 

phone line can participate? 24 

OPERATOR:  Again, if you would like to 25 
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ask a question or make a comment, please press star 1 

1. 2 

We have Josh, your line is open. 3 

JOSH:  Yes, thank you again.  Again, I'm 4 

a patient having gone through nuclear medicine 5 

treatment as well.  If the guidance is going to be 6 

that there are cases where people are going to be 7 

held over and we don't know until after the treatment 8 

has proceeded whether they're going to be held over, 9 

I think it behooves everyone to make sure that part 10 

of the instructions for the procedure is that they 11 

learn that there may be instances to which they may 12 

be asked to stay or maybe isolated.  Finding out in 13 

the middle of the treatment that that's going to be 14 

the case is probably the least best way to do that.  15 

I do know that certainly in some of the clinical 16 

trials where that's become a possibility, patients 17 

are being informed that it may on rare occurrence 18 

happen, so I think having some consistency in how 19 

that's done would be a great thing for patients around 20 

the country. 21 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Josh. 22 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay. 23 

OPERATOR:  Robert, your line is open. 24 

ROBERT:  Yes, thank you.  Yes, I think 25 
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it's a good idea that that information is discussed 1 

well in advance.  It seems like to do that at the 2 

last minute is not doing a proper service for the 3 

patient.  But I'm a little -- I have to think about 4 

whether that should be in regulatory requirement or 5 

guidance.  Thank you. 6 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Rob. 7 

OPERATOR:  Peter, your line is open. 8 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, please.  I just want to 9 

-- and I agree with Josh's point -- let me give an 10 

example of how things work in the real world; this 11 

recently happened, a patient is told, "Well, we can 12 

treat you as an inpatient or an outpatient.  It's 13 

really up to you.  But if you want inpatient 14 

treatment, you're going to have to get the approval 15 

from insurance yourself."  So the patient has done 16 

the research and manages to persuade the insurance 17 

company, comes back to the doctor who pumps his fist 18 

and said yes.  All of this -- there is a kind of 19 

divide between the haves and have nots, not in terms 20 

of money but in terms of information.  If you know 21 

to go to the web, if you know to do the research, you 22 

will be more aware of the options.  And in all these 23 

things time is in your favor, the more time you have  24 

to get your ducks in a row, to find out what the pros 25 
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and cons are, to talk to insurance companies if you 1 

have to, to make arrangements to send your family off 2 

to the in-laws or whatever, it's all to the good.  3 

But I agree with those who say this is essentially a 4 

matter for guidance rather than straight-jacketing it 5 

as a matter of regulation. 6 

MR. GLADNEY:  Thank you, Peter.  Any 7 

other comments?  8 

OPERATOR:  No, there are no other 9 

participants in the queue. 10 

MR. GLADNEY:  So I think just again, I'll 11 

do it once more and then we'll also open up to other 12 

questions.  But Question E, again, is should the NRC 13 

have specific requirement for the licensee to have 14 

patient isolation discussions with patients in 15 

sufficient time prior to administration to provide 16 

the patient time to make isolation arrangements or 17 

the licensee to make plans to hold the patient if the 18 

patient cannot be immediately released? 19 

We're taking questions and comments for 20 

Question E at this time. 21 

DR. HOWE:  And hit star 1 if you have a 22 

comment or a question. 23 

MR. GLADNEY:  So at this time we will -- 24 

if you have any other questions or comments or input 25 
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to provide for Question A-D, if you're not able to 1 

join the session this morning or have recently joined 2 

for Question E, we're opening up now to provide 3 

information for any of the questions thus far. 4 

OPERATOR:  Mike, your line is open. 5 

MIKE:  Hi, I would just like to add a 6 

comment that generally in our practice the reason why 7 

we admit patients is primarily due to the information 8 

that we've already gathered about the patient's 9 

social circumstances and medical situation.  The NRC 10 

already instructs that the authorized user is 11 

required to make an evaluation of a patient and 12 

determine whether or not they meet the release 13 

criteria, so in doing our due diligence we do that up 14 

front and most of the time that we admit patients 15 

it's usually because they have co-morbidities, other 16 

medical issues that make them difficult to care for, 17 

like patients who are bed-ridden or who have reduced 18 

mobility status and need help getting to and from the 19 

bathroom, or patients who have other issues.  Those 20 

are the primary things that drive it. 21 

Sometimes we'll do it because they've got 22 

small children at home and they can't make alternative 23 

arrangements.  And this is sort of a process that 24 

goes through the conversation that the authorized 25 
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user,  along with the endocrinologist and the 1 

radiation safety staff, we come to a consensus as to 2 

how to manage each patient.  Again, I believe that 3 

this should be guidance as good practice, but not 4 

necessarily make it as a regulation.  But it's 5 

relatively rare -- every once in a while we have had 6 

it happen where some patients insist that they want 7 

to be treated on an inpatient basis, primarily  8 

because if they do go out to the Internet they see 9 

the history of the way it used to be before the NRC 10 

made the modification for previous, or for patient 11 

release where all patients were kept as inpatients 12 

and they insist that they want to be kept as an 13 

inpatient because of the way they saw it out on the 14 

Internet.  15 

However, I believe that the information 16 

and calculations that we've done over the years on 17 

patient release show that the dose to the public from 18 

a patient who you evaluated and are confident can 19 

follow through with the release instructions, that 20 

the public and family is adequately protected by the 21 

program as it exists now.  So I would counsel that 22 

we don't need to make a huge change in the way the 23 

regulation reads now.  I do see in one of the previous 24 

questions you were talking about applying a same dose 25 
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criteria of 5 millisieverts to all members of the 1 

general public, including family members and young 2 

children.  Actually, we on our own, if young children 3 

under 18 years of age at home, we do the release 4 

calculation for 1 millisievert, and what we do is 5 

sometimes we'll give two instructions, cohabitation 6 

time per day for adults and then if they have 7 

children, cohabitation time for the children.  And 8 

so, I again would still though recommend that that be 9 

given as a recommendation in good practice and not be 10 

put down as a regulatory requirement. 11 

DR. HOWE:  And that was in reference to 12 

Question C which should NRC continue to apply the 13 

same dose criteria of 5 millisieverts to all members 14 

of the  general public, including family members,  15 

young children, pregnant women, caregivers, hotel 16 

workers and other members of the public. 17 

Thank you for your comment. 18 

MIKE:  Yes, and I would say that, at 19 

least as far as I've heard, I haven't heard of any 20 

really egregious problems with the regulation as it 21 

exists now.  You know, we haven't had any problems 22 

in the hundreds, we do hundreds of patients per year, 23 

and we haven't had any problems.  And, again, we try 24 

to adhere to the guidance of the NRC, we try to 25 
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convince patients not to go to hotels and we give 1 

them advice on things that they can do at home to 2 

make sure that they  minimize it.  And we found that 3 

most patients are pretty compliant and follow through 4 

on those.  And I can't even remember a time where 5 

I've had a report  where something bad happens under 6 

the current guidance that we've been following for 7 

the last, I don't know what is it, 10 or 15 years 8 

now. 9 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you for your comment. 10 

OPERATOR:  Matt, your line is open. 11 

MATT:  I apologize for not being on the 12 

call earlier this morning.  I just want to ask a 13 

clarifying question about Question A; is that 14 

suggesting that we're moving away from patient 15 

specific calculations for release criteria and only 16 

going to an activity-based release?  That was the 17 

question we asked? 18 

DR. HOWE:  It was a question that the 19 

commission brought to the staff as to whether we 20 

should have an activity-based patient release.  21 

Certainly an activity-based patient release gives you 22 

a clearer end point and the dose space is patient 23 

dependent and may require additional calculations and 24 

other considerations, but the commission has in no 25 
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way decided whether they're going to do that or 1 

they're going to change the rule from dose to 2 

activity.  It was brought up for us to go out to the 3 

public and see what the public's position or opinion 4 

was. 5 

MATT:  I apologize; I'm in the state of 6 

Florida, so our regulations actually cite activity 7 

and then secondarily to that we can request a 8 

patient's release for patients to receive I-131 and 9 

things like that, so that was the reason for my 10 

question. 11 

DR. HOWE:  So you're currently operating 12 

under an activity-based? 13 

MATT:  We have both options; we have 30 14 

millicuries or less of any isotope and then we also 15 

have the 5 millisievert.  And then secondary to that, 16 

if it's at least 30 millicuries per an isotope, we 17 

can request to our license that we do calculations 18 

based on effective house lives and occupancy factors 19 

to demonstrate the highest general public -- will be 20 

left to 5 millisievert. 21 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  And can you describe 22 

your resulting health and safety benefits or lack of 23 

benefits to the individual being released and to the 24 

individual members of the public? 25 
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MATT:  I think that overall our program 1 

works pretty well.  The main concerns are always 2 

patients being able to comply with the instructions 3 

that we provided to them.  Obviously, once they're 4 

out of your control, there's not a lot you can do to 5 

ensure that they're following those instructions. 6 

Following up with Question E, I think 7 

that the majority of the people on the phone call 8 

advocated that it should be guidance-driven, and I 9 

agree with that, probably.  The issue is that it 10 

takes a good licensee to actually follow the guidance 11 

and not have a patient show up and be told, "Sorry, 12 

you can't go home," which would be obviously 13 

devastating to some patients or have a patient show 14 

up that says I'm sole provider of childcare to my 15 

child at home, and then they have to cancel and 16 

rearrange things.  So I think Question E there 17 

definitely needs to be strong guidance about when 18 

instructions are provided to the patient. 19 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you for that comment. 20 

MR. GLADNEY:  Any other -- 21 

OPERATOR:  Yes, Peter, your line is open. 22 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, I just wanted to respond 23 

to Mike's comment, and if I remember correctly, Mike 24 

is describing Yale New Haven Hospital.  And what he 25 
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is describing is the way things ought to be, which is 1 

very conscientious, very much fulfilling the letter 2 

and the spirit of the rule and going beyond, saying 3 

that we ask whether children are getting more than 1 4 

millirem.  This is the kind of thing that should be 5 

happening but frequently is not, very frequently is 6 

not, and it is easy for the people in the best 7 

institutions to assume that what they are doing is 8 

replicated elsewhere. Frequently it isn't.  There are 9 

a lot of people who are giving their endocrinologists 10 

who are giving I-131 treatment out of their offices 11 

who have no capacity to hospitalize people.  So how 12 

much of an analysis of whether the person is 13 

appropriate for outpatient treatment is there going 14 

to be?  You've got clinics that are giving only 15 

outpatient treatment and you have the testimony of 16 

Dr. Malmud of the Advisory Committee on Medical Uses 17 

of Isotopes saying that at his university, which is 18 

Temple University Hospital, everybody is an 19 

outpatient and we whisk them out the door as quickly 20 

as possible.  That does not speak to a reasonable 21 

analysis of whether this person is appropriate for 22 

inpatient or outpatient treatment. 23 

And at an earlier phase, Dr. Howe, you 24 

were asking for solicitation of best practices; I 25 
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think you could look to Yale New Haven and ask Mike 1 

for a copy of what they do as an example of how even 2 

under the existing rule things could be made much, 3 

much better. 4 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Peter. 5 

MR. CRANE:  Thank you. 6 

OPERATOR:  There are no other 7 

participants in the queue. 8 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay.  So we would like to 9 

thank everyone for their comments and input.  At this 10 

time we will take a break.  Right now it's around 11 

2:30 p.m. Eastern Time, let's take a break until about 12 

2:50? 13 

DR. HOWE:  Yes. 14 

MR. GLADNEY:  And then we will reconvene 15 

and be able to start back with giving an opportunity 16 

to review the questions previously discussed, and 17 

then move onto Question F. 18 

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter 19 

went off the record at 2:25 p.m. and resumed at 2:50 20 

p.m.) 21 

MR. GLADNEY:  We're back on.  Shirley? 22 

OPERATOR:  Okay, one moment.  The line 23 

is open. 24 

MR. GLADNEY:  Yes, so this is Lee Gladney 25 
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and we are back for the public meeting again.  Right 1 

now what we will do is start with an opportunity to 2 

discuss Question E again, if you have any comments or 3 

questions or input to provide for Question E, this is 4 

an opportunity to discuss those.  Again, Question E 5 

is should NRC have a specific requirement for the 6 

licensee to have a patient isolation discussion with 7 

patients in sufficient time prior to the 8 

administration to provide the patient time to make 9 

isolation arrangements or the licensee to make plans 10 

to hold the patient if the patient cannot be 11 

immediately released? 12 

Any questions, just make sure you provide 13 

them as we will take that input. 14 

DR. HOWE:  So real quick on that; hit 15 

star 1 if you have a comment. 16 

MR. GLADNEY:  Do we have anyone on the 17 

phone lines? 18 

OPERATOR:  No, currently there are no 19 

participants in queue. 20 

MR. GLADNEY:  Okay. 21 

DR. HOWE:  How many people do we have on 22 

the phone lines now? 23 

OPERATOR:  Right now we have 22. 24 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, thank you. 25 
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OPERATOR:  You're welcome. 1 

DR. HOWE:  And I guess one of the things 2 

we need to make clear is that we had anticipated this 3 

public meeting being on the webinar.  NRC's webinar 4 

is not working, so it's not on webinar.  We had 5 

webcasted this morning; our understanding is the 6 

webcast server is down and so webcast is no longer 7 

available, and so the only means of communication we 8 

have is the bridge phone line.  So we will be reading 9 

the questions and then open it up for comment, and 10 

then we'll read the questions again. 11 

So we're going to move onto Question F, 12 

and Question F is should the NRC exclusively include 13 

the time frame for providing instructions in the 14 

regulations, i.e. the instructions should be given 15 

prior to the procedure?  If so, explain why and 16 

provide a recommended time period for the 17 

instructions to be provided.  If not, explain why the 18 

requirement is not needed.  In either case describe 19 

the resulting health and safety benefits or lack of 20 

benefits to the individual being released, the 21 

licensee and the public.  So once again, we're 22 

looking for an exclusive time frame for providing 23 

instructions that would be listed in the regulations. 24 

Do we have any comments on this question? 25 
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If you have a comment, hit star 1. 1 

OPERATOR:  There are no participants in 2 

the queue. 3 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, I'll read the question 4 

one more time, and then if we don't have participants, 5 

we may call the meeting.  This is our last question, 6 

so we may call the meeting early.  So Question F, 7 

should the NRC exclusively include the time frame for 8 

providing instructions in the regulations, i.e. the 9 

instructions should be given prior to the procedure?  10 

If so, explain why and provide a recommended time 11 

period for the instructions to be provided.  If not, 12 

explain why the requirement is not needed.  And in 13 

either case describe the resulting health and safety 14 

benefits or lack of benefits to the individual being 15 

released, the licensee and to the public. 16 

Do we have any comments on this question? 17 

OPERATOR:  Peter, your line is open. 18 

MR. CRANE:  Well, again, I hoped somebody 19 

else would take the lead, but here I am.  My answer 20 

to this is essentially the same as the previous one, 21 

that this certainly makes sense but this is a matter 22 

of guidance not needing to be enshrined in regulation. 23 

But while I'm here, what I'd like to do 24 

is pick up on an earlier point, if I may; Mike was 25 
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describing Yale New Haven's approach which I 1 

described as admirable, and the kind of guidance they 2 

give which includes not going to hotels and so forth.  3 

So what I would like to ask him is this, because it 4 

seems to me this is a great opportunity for give and 5 

take; if you wouldn't send a patient to a hotel, 6 

presumably it's because you think it's inappropriate 7 

to do so, how do feel about the fact the NRC does not 8 

forbid it, the NRC discourages it but doesn't forbid 9 

it and it happens all the time?  I think that it's 10 

medically out of line, I think it's morally out of 11 

line.  And your analysis of, the individualized 12 

analysis is based on knowing something about the 13 

patient's living situation.  I don't see how you can 14 

send somebody with 250  millicuries off to a hotel 15 

room when you don't know who is sleeping through the 16 

wall, how close they may be.  And I'd like to hear 17 

your comments on that, if you're still on. 18 

MR. GLADNEY:  Do we have any comments 19 

from anyone on the phone lines, anyone who would like 20 

to contribute to this question? 21 

OPERATOR:  Mack, your line is open. 22 

MACK:  Yes, for Question F, it's kind of 23 

the same for the previous -- my comment is the same 24 

as previous Question E; it's a good idea to let people 25 
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know ahead of time, and in fact, during those pre, 1 

the patient isolation discussions that were talked 2 

about  in E, at that point in time it's a good idea 3 

to bring up the idea that yes, in the procedures here 4 

are some of the things that you can expect to be 5 

there.  So once again, I think it's good practice, I 6 

think it's appropriate for them to be in guidance, 7 

but I don't think I would codify any type of 8 

regulation.  I'm not sure there's a benefit to that. 9 

One of the things that we do, and I'm at 10 

IU Medical Center Indianapolis, is we do have the 11 

patients, in the instructions that we provide them we 12 

do have them sign them and we keep the signed copy 13 

and obviously give them a copy to take home with them.  14 

And the idea that is simply to kind of -- when people 15 

sign things sometimes they give it a little bit more 16 

credence than if you just hand it to them and say, 17 

"Here, please follow this."  So we do maintain a 18 

record that the instructions have been given to the 19 

patient.  It doesn't say when they were given, and 20 

typically I think in our case we usually give them 21 

the day of the treatment.  We may give it to them 22 

prior to that, but at the same time we've already 23 

gone through the previous process ahead of time as 24 

saying be prepared, there may be some cases where you 25 
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have to be hospitalized, et cetera, et cetera.  We 1 

want to keep kids away and have them stay with a 2 

friend, so some of that is already addressed 3 

previously. 4 

So, again, bottom line is I think it's 5 

appropriate in guidance, I don't think it needs to be 6 

in the rules. 7 

DR. HOWE:  Can you address whether you 8 

specifically talk about isolation when you're 9 

initially talking to the patients or is it just 10 

hospitalization? 11 

MACK:  When you say isolation, you mean 12 

isolation in terms of hospitalization versus, or are 13 

you talking about isolation from other people at home? 14 

DR. HOWE:  I'm talking in global terms 15 

to include isolation from people in homes? 16 

MACK:  Oh, okay.  Yes, I mean, we do talk 17 

about that up front.  I mean, typically we say a 18 

meter or more away.  That's kind of a standard thing 19 

we discuss is people can approach you, but we suggest 20 

when you're sitting in a room with somebody else, be 21 

at least a meter away.  And that's not, most people 22 

don't react negatively in that way.  Again, we will 23 

say -- we actually go through a questionnaire with 24 

them and ask them if they have kids at home.  And one 25 
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of the things that we do ask them is if they have 1 

children, if they're willing to have them stay with 2 

a family member.  If not, we go through kind of a 3 

calculation and certainly emphasize the need for them 4 

to maintain distance from kids.  And actually, we use 5 

the 500 millirem as the ultimate calculation, but if 6 

they have kids or pregnant family members at home 7 

that cannot move outside the home, then we 8 

automatically would reduce the acceptable dose to 250 9 

millirem, we just cut it in half.  And arguments 10 

could be made, well, why don't you cut it to 100?  11 

Well, yes, I mean, 100, 250, whatever.  These are 12 

such low doses that the real harm is probably 13 

negligible in either case.  Yes, that kind of 14 

information is discussed ahead of time in addition to 15 

any instructions. 16 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, thank you. 17 

MACK:  And I guess the other thing that 18 

we do, I should mention, in the instructions when we 19 

go through the questionnaire, if they say they do 20 

have children but agree to have them stay elsewhere, 21 

the instructions is set up in such a way that it 22 

automatically puts in the instructions to agree to 23 

have your children stay at another location for three 24 

days.  So we kind of remind them what they agree to 25 
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do so that if there's any questions later we can say, 1 

"Well, you know, we went through this process, here's 2 

what you agreed to --" if there's any concerns, and 3 

we haven't had somebody come back with concerns, but 4 

we do that.  And again, they sign that, so it kind 5 

of refreshes their memory as to what they agreed to. 6 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  Thank you for that 7 

comment.  Do we have any other comments. 8 

OPERATOR:  Yes.  Robert, your line is 9 

open. 10 

ROBERT:  Oh, thank you.  I think this 11 

should be in guidance rather than regulation.  12 

Thanks. 13 

DR. HOWE:  And can you explain why you 14 

believe it ought to be in guidance and not regulation, 15 

and resulting public health and safety benefits or 16 

lack of benefits? 17 

ROBERT:  Well, one question I guess I 18 

have is on the instructions; would this be written or 19 

verbal or both?  Can you indicate when you were 20 

talking about instructions it was written or verbal 21 

or both? 22 

DR. HOWE:  I guess in our regulations 23 

right now we have instructions including written, so 24 

it doesn't spell out that it has to be written.  I 25 
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think we were thinking in terms of written 1 

instructions. 2 

ROBERT:  Okay, let me -- yes, written 3 

instructions would be a good idea because they always 4 

have something to refer to should they have any 5 

questions after leaving the facility.  And the reason 6 

in part to put it in guidance is because I'm not 7 

really sure how enforceable some of this would be for 8 

those conducting inspection of the facility, and it 9 

depends on what time frame you set.  I do not really 10 

have a good feel for when is a good opportunity to 11 

provide that prior to a patient being released?  12 

Would it be when they schedule to have say therapeutic 13 

procedure?  I really don't have a good feel for that, 14 

and that's in part why I really -- not having a good 15 

feel I really can't advocate for putting it in 16 

regulatory space. 17 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  Could you address the 18 

resulting health and safety benefits or lack of 19 

benefits? 20 

ROBERT:  I'm not really sure there would 21 

be any benefits to putting it in regulation, so that's 22 

why I really can't comment. 23 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, thank you. 24 

ROBERT:  I have to give it some more 25 
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thought and maybe I'll be able to do that during the 1 

next comment period. 2 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  Thank you very much. 3 

OPERATOR:  Mike, your line is open. 4 

MIKE:  Yes, I just wanted to comment on 5 

the first caller's comment about releasing patients 6 

to hotels.  Although we do not do that anymore, we 7 

recommend against it.  I don't believe that it's 8 

really a significant issue.  We do release 9 

calculations to make sure that the dose to other 10 

members of the public will not exceed 5 millisieverts 11 

upon release.  And one thing I would mention is that 12 

we use the NRC's criteria that's in the reg guide, 13 

the only thing that we do different is we -- I think 14 

we're still adhering to the reg guide guidance in 15 

that we're using the effective half-life of eight 16 

hours for the urinary excretion co-efficient.  When 17 

you do that calculation it's pretty difficult for 18 

someone, even with doses up to 300 millirem, I mean 19 

up to 300 millicuries to cause an exposure to someone 20 

unless they're really close to them for long periods 21 

of time, up above 500 or 5 millisieverts. 22 

The other thing that I would say, too, is 23 

that here at Yale New Haven Hospital we're fortunate 24 

in that we have a hotel that's affiliated with the 25 
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hospital and on this particular hotel which is a 1 

regular hotel, it has a special medical floor that's 2 

affiliated with one of our outpatient surgery 3 

centers, and so sometimes patients who have 4 

outpatient surgery will go to that special floor in 5 

the hotel which is a basically a hotel room, but they 6 

have nursing assistance there for patients who had 7 

surgery.  And occasionally if we're between a rock 8 

in a hard place, we will recommend that the patient 9 

will go there, but we don't go and prepare the room 10 

like we would for a regular hospital inpatient, and 11 

in all the times that we've done that, the 12 

contamination that we find in the room and the 13 

contamination that we find on the sheets and stuff 14 

like that is relatively low. 15 

And I would just say that for a hotel 16 

worker whose cleaning up beds for people that they 17 

don't know on a routine basis, there's a lot more 18 

dangerous things than a few microcuries of Iodine 131  19 

that they deal with routinely, so I just don't see 20 

why we're making patients who receive Iodine 131 a 21 

special case.  If they're following through with 22 

their standard precautions that they should be doing 23 

away because of clinical diseases, I believe that 24 

they're adequately protected and I don't believe that 25 
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the exposure from one room to another is enough that 1 

it would exceed the NRC's 500, I mean 5 millisievert 2 

criteria under any reasonable circumstance.  And I 3 

think that that's been proven by many articles that 4 

have been published, and I believe that the NRC 5 

already has access to. 6 

DR. HOWE:  Thank for your comment. 7 

OPERATOR:  Thanks.  At this time I'm 8 

showing no further comment. 9 

MR. GLADNEY:  Does anyone have any 10 

questions regarding any other questions that we've 11 

discussed today, Questions A through F? 12 

OPERATOR:  And again, just press star 13 

followed by 1.  14 

We do have a question or comment from 15 

Mack.  Your line is open. 16 

MACK:  Again, this is just a follow-up 17 

to what Mike just said.  I -- during the lunch break 18 

I sent out an email just to some colleagues asking 19 

about published papers on exposure to, from these 20 

patients in different scenarios.  And one colleague 21 

-- and I should have thought of this -- mentioned a 22 

NCRP Report #155 there are a number of cited papers 23 

that address this issue.  And so during the break I 24 

took the time to look at that and there are no less 25 
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than 25 published papers that are mentioned in that 1 

NCRP 155 on this particular topic in one way or 2 

another.  And so, presumably, I would like to think 3 

that the NRC's probably prevented all of those.  If 4 

not, they should.  And then also in the meantime, a 5 

number of colleagues sent some other papers, maybe 6 

some might have been those, others not.  And those 7 

papers do talk about actual studies that were done on 8 

family members, direct radiation exposure, in some 9 

cases there was thyroid monitoring done as well to 10 

determine thyroid dose. 11 

And so I think certainly -- I mean, the 12 

feeling that oh, well -- for example, an example in 13 

Illinois where the guy set off the radiation detectors 14 

at the nuclear power facility, my question would be 15 

in that scenario, I wonder if someone calculated a 16 

dose to that guy?  I don't remember, I've never heard 17 

that before, I've never seen anything published on 18 

that.  But just because you detect it -- and I think 19 

somebody else pointed this out -- just because you 20 

detect it doesn't necessarily mean it's particularly 21 

hazardous.  So anyway, I think part of this needs to 22 

go back to not what we think -- common sense says, 23 

"Oh, well there's contamination, it's a hazard."  24 

Maybe not so much.  What we really need to look at 25 
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is scientifically scrutinize published papers that 1 

look at this topic.  Now, that doesn't solve the 2 

argument between well, do we want 1 millisievert, do 3 

we want 5 millisieverts?  My personal opinion is 5 4 

millisieverts is fine.  For the most part, pregnant 5 

females, kids, maybe you drop it down to a 6 

millisievert.  Although, I suppose if those people 7 

lived in Colorado for a couple of years, then they'd 8 

get a millisievert more than what we get in Indiana.  9 

So that all goes back to LMP and a lot of other issues 10 

that are beyond the scope of what we're talking about 11 

here. 12 

So, anyway, but I think we need to look 13 

at the science rather than the emotional, "Why I think 14 

it's this, but I don't have any basis for it." 15 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you for your comment. 16 

OPERATOR:  Thanks.  At this time I'm 17 

showing no further comment. 18 

DR. HOWE:  Okay.  If we have no further 19 

comments, I think what I'd like to do is go to the 20 

wrap-up and -- 21 

OPERATOR:  I believe we have a comment 22 

coming in.  Just one moment. 23 

Peter, your line is open. 24 

MR. CRANE:  Yes, please.  I'd just like 25 
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to respond to the suggestion that the arguments are 1 

based on emotion rather than science.  The NCRP that 2 

the standard for exposure to the public should be 1 3 

millisievert, the ICRP says 1 millisievert, NCRP 155 4 

says that you need to wash linens separately from 5 

those of others.  That's not possible in a hotel 6 

context.  So standards that the U.S. follows are sub-7 

third world, it is not just a matter as Mike 8 

suggested, or someone suggested that people read on 9 

the Internet about what used to be in the U.S.  It 10 

is what is going on in the rest of the world.  In 11 

Japan, the Philippines, all sorts of places, there is 12 

an activity limit at 15 millicuries or less, it's 8 13 

millicuries in Germany.  An NRC commissioner went to 14 

Indonesia and asked about it and they said, "15 15 

millicuries, what do you do?"  And he said, "We let 16 

them out the door.  They were amazed. 17 

I went to an International Atomic Agency 18 

Conference in Bonn in 2012 on radiation safety and 19 

medicine to present a paper and the thing that just 20 

appalled the people there, it was described as a 21 

sensational aspect by the rapporteur, was the idea 22 

that hotel workers were being exposed without their 23 

knowledge to radiation.  And I think to say blindly, 24 

"Oh, they get worse germs every day," does not answer 25 
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the mail, because the most basic principle of 1 

radiation protection in the workplace is informed 2 

consent, and these people are being exposed without 3 

their consent.  And if they are pregnant, if they are 4 

in the most vulnerable weeks of pregnancy, do they 5 

not have the right to know, to choose. 6 

For example, Sloan Kettering gives more 7 

radiation treatments than any other place in the 8 

world, I-131 treatments, there is a list of eight 9 

hospitals which give preferential rates to Sloan 10 

Kettering patients.  That means that you can expect 11 

that people are going to the same hotel, it means 12 

that the same hotel worker may be cleaning up multiple 13 

radioactively contaminated rooms in a year and 14 

picking up a dose from each one.  I would love to 15 

hear the people who poo-poo the issue of hotels to 16 

respond to my question.  Would you feel comfortable 17 

having your child check into, occupy a room that has 18 

just been vacated by an I-131 patient?  And if you 19 

wouldn't be happy with it being your child or your 20 

grandchild, or your child or grandchild cleaning up 21 

such a room, you shouldn't wish it on anyone else.  22 

And I would love to hear people respond to that. 23 

DR. HOWE:  Thank you, Peter. 24 

OPERATOR:  Thank you.  At this time I'm 25 
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showing no further question. 1 

MR. BURTON:  All right.  Yes, before 2 

Donna-Beth starts her wrap-up -- this is Butch Burton 3 

by the way -- just wanted to have a couple of final 4 

notes.  First, definitely wanted to thank everybody 5 

for their contributions today and I really want to 6 

encourage that everybody who spoke and everybody who 7 

didn't speak, please provide your written comments, 8 

and the doc will talk about how to do that in a few 9 

minutes.  I did want to thank some of the folks who 10 

supported us, I want to thank Devin our transcriber.  11 

I also want to thank Shirley and Terry, our operator.  12 

I'd like to, again, request that you take a few 13 

minutes after the meeting to fill out the feedback 14 

form either here or online because we really value 15 

your feedback on how we can improve the meetings, and 16 

of course we'll try to make sure that some of the 17 

electronic equipment doesn't go down like it did 18 

today, but we'll take any feedback that you have. 19 

OPERATOR:  We do have another comment 20 

that came in if you'd like to take it. 21 

MR. BURTON:  Oh, sure. 22 

OPERATOR:  Thank you.  And that comes 23 

from Mike, your line is open. 24 

MR. BURTON:  Ah, he's responding. 25 
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MIKE:  Yes.  Well, I just can't let that 1 

go without responding.  I think the whole consent 2 

argument is really specious.  There's plenty of 3 

things that everybody does every day that require 4 

some exposure to a hazard that we don't consent to.  5 

We get in our cars and we drive, which is probably 6 

the most dangerous thing that we do, we get in an 7 

airplane, pregnant women can get into an airplane and 8 

fly at high altitude and be exposed to radiation, we 9 

don't require consent for that.  There's all kinds 10 

of things that require consent.  I think it's a 11 

specious argument because the Congress gave the 12 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission the power to regulate 13 

radioactivity, and because it's regulated in that 14 

way, it gives the federal government a way to intrude 15 

upon patients and their medical care, and I think 16 

that's unfair.  Do we do the same things for patients 17 

who get chemotherapy?  Do we do the same things with 18 

patients who have infectious diseases?  Those hazards 19 

are probably much greater than whatever radioactivity 20 

somebody might come in contact with. 21 

Why do we make radiation patients a 22 

pariah within our society?  I just saw an article 23 

today that appeared in the news about some poor guy 24 

that thinks he's so radioactive that he decided to 25 
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take off and go into the woods of the Adirondacks for 1 

two weeks to wait until he detoxed enough so he can 2 

be acceptable for public.  That's the kind of stuff 3 

that people who say that radiation is as bad as it is 4 

convince people to do crazy things.  It doesn't have 5 

to be that way; we need to be adults and treat with 6 

science and knowledge, not emotional arguments. 7 

MR. BURTON:  Okay.  I would not be 8 

surprised -- 9 

MIKE:  I'll send you that article if 10 

you'd like to see it. 11 

MR. BURTON:  I would not be surprised if 12 

Peter might have something to say about that, but we 13 

do not want to turn this into a philosophical 14 

discussion about hazards and risks and things like 15 

that, not right now.  But appreciate the comment. 16 

Let's see; yes, like I said, I was giving 17 

out some thank yous and encouraging folks to fill out 18 

the feedback form.  As was mentioned before, you're 19 

going to be able to take a second bite of this apple 20 

on May 23rd.  And we did hear the comment, the 21 

suggestion about possibly having a later start time 22 

to accommodate people out West. 23 

But I did have one last question, and 24 

this can be to either Shirley or directly to Mack, 25 
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because I wasn't sure I was picking up the name 1 

correctly; is it Matt, M-A-T-T or Mack, M-A-C-K? 2 

OPERATOR:  Let me open that line.  One 3 

moment. 4 

MR. BURTON:  Okay. 5 

OPERATOR:  And sir, your line is open. 6 

MACK:  Yes, it's -- I think there was a 7 

Matt that actually called in, too.  But Mack is M-A-8 

C-K. 9 

MR. BURTON:  Oh, so we're talking about 10 

two different people? 11 

MACK:  Yes, I thought I heard a Matt 12 

called in, too, and I thought, ooh, that sounded like 13 

my name.  But yes, it's Mack like the truck for me. 14 

MR. BURTON:  Okay.  All right, I just 15 

wanted to make sure so our transcriber knows the 16 

difference, and she's giving me a thumbs up, so that's 17 

good. 18 

Okay, so those are the last things I 19 

wanted to say and I'll turn it over to Donna-Beth. 20 

DR. HOWE:  Okay, if you have access to 21 

the Federal Register Notice, you'll notice that if 22 

you have any technical questions on the Federal 23 

Register Notice, you can contact me.  And my email 24 

address is my name@nrc.gov, so it's D-O-N-N-A, 25 
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hyphen, don't forget the hyphen, B-E-T-H, period, H-1 

O-W-E, @nrc.gov.  And my phone number is area code 2 

301-415-7848.  So if you have any technical questions 3 

on the Federal Register Notice, you can look at the 4 

Federal Register Notice and you'll see my email 5 

address and my phone number. 6 

We are having the public meetings, we're 7 

looking forward to your providing us with input during 8 

the public meetings, but you need to make your 9 

comments officially to the NRC.  And once again, in 10 

the Federal Register Notice we have told you how to 11 

make your comments.  First would be electronically, 12 

and electronically you go to 13 

http://www.regulations.gov and then search for NRC-14 

2107-0094.  That docket ID number will take you 15 

specifically to this Federal Register set of 16 

questions.  If you don't want to submit your comments 17 

electronically, then you can mail the information and 18 

comments to Cindy Bladey, B-L-A-D-E-Y, Office of 19 

Administration, most important part, Mail Stop TWFN 20 

for 2 White Flint North, dash 8-D36 at the U.S. 21 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington D.C. 20555. 22 

So once again, we are looking for your 23 

public comment during the public comment period.  We 24 

would like to have you submit your comments 25 
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electronically or through the mail so that we can 1 

capture them.  We're glad to have you discussion 2 

during the public meetings, but your comments need to 3 

be submitted either electronically or through the 4 

mail. 5 

And if our webcast was up, then you would 6 

see this information on the webcast.  But since it 7 

isn't, you'll have to go to the Federal Register 8 

Notice or to the NRC meeting announcement and you can 9 

get the information there from the Federal Register 10 

Notice or the announcement.  Thank you. 11 

MR. GLADNEY:  I'd like to thank you as 12 

well.  And with that we are -- just one thing I would 13 

add is just please monitor the website to make sure 14 

you know the details for the May 23rd meeting that's 15 

upcoming. 16 

With that, we'll adjourn the meeting. 17 

DR. HOWE:  Operator, how many lines do 18 

we have? 19 

OPERATOR:  Okay.  One moment, please.  20 

And this does conclude today's conference, we thank 21 

you for your participation.  At this time you may 22 

disconnect your lines. 23 

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter 24 

went off the record at 3:25 p.m.)  25 
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